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One of CHA's goals is education. The CIDNCHA 

Malaysian Project for training Malaysian hydrogra

phers (CAT A and CAT B) has been very successful. 

The Central Branch of CHA has videotaped a train

ing course on hydrography in Canada. These tapes 

are available to anyone who wishes to rent them. 

Pacific Branch has given scholarships to local educa

tional facilities. Central Branch has the Wade Essay 

Award. CHA National has a Student Award pro-

Welcome back readers, it has been far too 
long since you last saw Lighthouse. We 
have sorted out some production prob
lems and you should be seeing Lighthouse 
once again on a regular schedule. 

After many years of working on the layout 
and design of Lighthouse as well as assist
ing the editor, Paola Travaglini decided it 
was time for a change after Edition 56 was 
completed. Paola spent many long hours 
working on Lighthouse and she incorpo
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~ gram which covers all of Canada. All of these (I) 

....., endeavours are done for education. One other g source of education for hydrographers throughout 

rated many changes in the design in the last six editions. On behalf of all 
of the CHA, I would like to thank Paola for all her dedication and effort 

in her work on Lighthouse. ,:: the world is our journal, LIGHTHOUSE. 

Q) With this issue we have started to continue 

~ with our goal of education, after a period of 

~ silence. LIGHTHOUSE is back. 
Q) 

:E Steps have been taken to ensure that LIGHT

HOUSE will continue to provide a quality 

journal for all hydrographers. This issue's release has 

been co-ordinated with CHC2000 and an extra 

printing run was scheduled to provide copies to non

members of CHA and non-subscribers to LIGHT

H 0 US E. If you are reading the journal for the first 

time, consider becoming a CHA member, or sub

scribe to the journal. 
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As you will notice on the masthead, we have Pilot Press Ltd. of Victoria, 
B.C. now looking after design and layout. Danielle Letourneau of Pilot 
Press Ltd. has started with this edition and as you will see there is a new 
look to Lighthouse. 

As with many organizations today that are volunteer based, CHA has 
come full circle with Lighthouse. We once had many people working on 
Lighthouse and over the last several years have had a decline, about the 

same time as people's workloads were increasing in the workplace. We are 
now experiencing an increase in the number of people working on 
Lighthouse. 

I do hope you enjoy this edition of Lighthouse, please send any comments to 
me (herront@dfo-mpo.gc.ca). The puzzler will return in Edition 58. If you 
have a paper you would like published please forward it to the Editor. 

Ken McMillan Terese Herron 
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letters leHres 
CHA Award for Derserving Students 

1998 Recipient 
To: the Canadian Hydrographic Association 

I sincerely appreciate the Canadian Hydrographic Association showing 

an interest in my education. A 2000 dollar award is evidence to me 

that the association is an active member in helping youth progress in 

survey related fields. The financial aid the CHA were so kind to grant 

me wi ll allow me to attend the College of Geographic Sciences for the 

1998-1999 school year. This award has opened many opportunities 
for me. 

Someday I hope I can give back to the industry like the CHA has. 

Thank you, Canadian Hydrographic Association. 

Sincerely, 

Adam King 

1999 Recipient 
To: The Canadian Hydrographic Association 

I wish to thank you for selecting me for the Canadian Hydrographic 

Association Award. I am sure it was a difficult choice, among many 

qualified applicants. 

The monetary gift will greatly assist me with school-year expenses in 

my second year at the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT). 

and the awards distinction is one I will proudly display on my resume. 

Thanks once again for your generosity. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Swaile 
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abstracts resumes 
The use of multiple receivers 
for constraining GPS carrier 
phase ambiguity resolution 
L'Utilisation de plusieurs 
receveurs pour contraindre Ia 
resolution de l'ambiguit de 
l'onde porteuse GPS 
by/par E. Cannon and S. Weisenburger 

The demand for centimeter level position

ing has seen a significant increase over the 

past several years. Most of these applica

tions require centimeter level positioning 

with high reliability and a short conver

gence period. This paper investigates the 

use of several GPS receivers on a moving 

vessel for the purpose of decreasing the 

time to resolve the ambiguity resolution 

and increasing the reliability of the process. 

This is achieved by forming constraints, 

including a baseline, heading, pitch, and 

ambiguity constraint. Also, because the 

target environment is the marine environ

ment, a height constraint can be imple

mented. It was found that for short 

monitor-rover distances, the constraints 

had a considerable impact on the time to 

ambiguity resolution. The convergence 

time could be decreased by 709/o using a 

widelane observable and 599/o using an L1 

only solution. The reliability of the process 

was also significantly reduced. For longer 

monitor-rover distances, the constraints 

became much less useful for decreasing the 

ambiguity convergence time, however, they 

were still very useful for quality control and 

reliability checks. 

La demande du positionnement au em pres 

a vu un accroissement sign!ficatff au cours 

des dernieres anmies. La plupart des applica

tions requierent le positionnement au em 

pres avec une haute fiahilite et une courte 

peri ode de convergence. Cet article examine 

!'usage de plusieurs receveurs GPS sur un 

navire en mouvement dans le hut de reduire 

le temps de resolution de l'amhigui'te et 

accroftre lafiahilite du traitement. Ceci est 

4 LIGHTHOUSE SpringjPrintemps 2000 

atteint en formant des contraintes, incluant 

une ligne de base, !a course, le tan gage et !a 

contrainte d'amhiguile. Une contrainte d'alti

tude peut etre aussi ajoutee, considerant !a 

particularite de l'environnement marin D a 

ete prouve que, pour de courtes distances 

entre les stations maftresses et mobiles, les 

contraintes avaient un impact considerable 

sur le temps de resolution des amhiguires. Le 

temps de convergence pourrait etre reduit de 

70% en utilisant une hande large d'ohserva

tion et 59% en utilisant seulement une solu

tion Ll La fiahilite du traitement etait aussi 

sign!ficativement reduit. Pour de plus 

grandes distances, les contraintes devenaient 

heaucoup mains utiles pour reduire le temps 

de convergence de l'amhiguile mais elles 

etaient tres utiles pour le contr6le de qualite 

et de ver!fication de !a fiahilite. 

Page 7 

Comparison of Kriging and 
Voronoi based interpolation 
techniques in a bathymetric 
context. 
Comparaison des methodes 
d'interpolation Kriging et 
Voronoi dans un contexte 
bathymetrique. 
by/parS. Rivest, A.R. Condal et 
C.M. Gold 

Bathymetry data, obtained from for exam

ple single beam vertical sounders, do not 

usually offer a total cover of the seafloor 

topography; it is then essential to interpolate 

between sounding lines to be able to pro

duce contour maps of the seabed topogra

phy. Several possibilities are found in the 

literature; for example, the 'Hydrographic 

Contouring System' developed by the CHS 

Pacific region uses splines for such estima

tions and in geosciences, Kriging is used for 

producing statistically rigorous maps. The 

purpose of this article is to compare Kriging 

to a geometric interpolation method based 

on the Voronoi data structure. 

To accomplish this objective, single beam 

bathymetry data from the Ties de la 

Madeleine region were used to produce 

interpolated maps using the Voronoi and 

Kriging methodologies. Both methodolo

gies are presented; it is shown that Kriging 

and Voronoi show on the average only a 

difference in depth between three and four 

milimeters. However, from an operational 

point of view, the Voronoi methodology 

offers a simpler and faster interpolation 

method. For example, the user does not 

have to define spatial adjacency (semivari

ance analysis). 

En hydrographie, comme les donnees 

recueillies par des sondeurs monofaisceau 

n 'Q/ftent hahituellement pas une couverture 

to tale du fond marin, il est essen tiel d'if 

fectuer une interpolation entre les donnees 

disponihles. £interpolation permettra ensuite 

!a production des courhes au contours 

hathymetriques. Dans le cas, par exemple, 

du 'Hydrographic Contouring System' 

developpe en partie par le SHC region du 

Pac!fique, ce sont les splines qui sont util

isees pour les estimations. Le hut de cet arti

cle est de comparer deux autres methodes 

d'interpolation: une, ditegeometrique, hasee 

sur !a structure de donnees Voronoi et 

!'autre, dite geostatistique, nommee krigeage 

qui commence -etre utilisee dans le domaine 

hydrographique. 

Afin de realiser l'ohjectft un ensemble de 

donnees monofaisceau du secteur des Des 

de !a Madeleine provenant du SHC region 

du Quebec a ete utilise. Les deux methodolo

gies sont decrites et deux quadrillages equiv

alents ant ete produits par chacune, puis 

compares. Les d!.lforences moyennes 

obtenues sont minimes. En ciffot, pour cha

cun des deux secteurs d'interpolation dijlnis, 

une moyenne de 3 mm et 4 mm de d!.lforence 

respectivement a ete ohtenue. Mais, !a meth

ode Voronoi a semble plus rapide et aisee. Le 

Voronoi resoud aussi les prohlemes clas

siques de uoisinage. 
Page 21 



abstracts resumes continued 

The Canada-Malaysia Hydrographic Connection 
Alliance hydrographique: CanadajMalaisie 
byjpar T.D.W. McCulloch 

The Canadian Hydrographic Association and Canadian International Development 

Agency have been working together for several years on the Malaysia Hydrographic 

Project This article is a report which includes a brief review of the project while bring

ing us up-to-date with what is happening with hydrographic training in Malaysia. 

r &EA a5 CQAIT , 
fRAMING GALLERY 

EAssociation canadienne d'hydrographie et l'Agence canadienne du developpe

ment international ont travailte conjointement pendant plusieurs annees sur un pro

jet hydrographique en Malaisie. Cet article est un rapport qui inclut une hreve revue 

du projet ainsi qu'une mise jour sur l'etat de !a formation hydrographique en Malaisie. 
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The use of Multiple Receivers 
for Constraining GPS Carrier 
Phase Ambiguity Resolution 
by Shawn Weisenburger and M.Elizabeth Cannon 

INTRODUCTION 
Over the past several years, the demand for 

centimeter level positioning and navigation 

has been growing exponentially and is expect

ed to keep growing at a similar pace (e.g. Hatch, 

1990). Several applications requiring high accu

racy positioning in a marine environment 

include dredging (Frodge eta!. 1995), hydro

graphic surveying (Burgess and Frodge, 1992; 

Kielland and Hagglund, 1995), and water lev

eling and tide monitoring (Lachapelle et al., 

1994; Hamada eta!., 1996). 

One means of obtaining these accuracies is 

through the Global Positioning System ( GPS) 

carrier phase observable. The major draw

back of using the carrier phase for positioning 

is the so-called integer ambiguity (Lachapelle 

eta!., 1992). Since the L1 carrier wavelength is 

quite small (i.e. 19 em), the resolution of the 

ambiguity is not a trivial task. Traditionally, 

this ambiguity was determined by remaining 

stationary at a given point for a long enough 

period of time such that the errors averaged 

out and the estimated ambiguities could sim

ply be rounded to the nearest integer (Landau 

and Euler, 1992). Although this method works, 

it is quite tedious as it may require several hours 

of static initialization which is not acceptable 

in most applications. This lead to the devel

opment of many different methods for kine

matic on-the-fly (OTF) ambiguity resolution 

including the Fast Ambiguity Search Filter 

(Chen and Lachapelle, 1994), extrawidelaning 

(Wubbena, 1989), least squares search (Hatch, 

1990), and the Ambiguity Function Method 

(Counselman and Gourevitch, 1981; Mader, 

1990). Of these methods, all except the 

Ambiguity Function Method (which can be 

searched in the position domain) search through 

a set of possible integer ambiguity sets and try 

to determine the correct set based upon some 

type of statistical criterion. 

This statistical criterion is generally based on 

the assumption that all errors effecting the 

measurements are Gaussian. Unfortunately, 

this is not the case. One method to aid in both 

the reduction of these non-Gaussian errors as 

well as act as quality control checks is to use 

more than two receivers. That is, instead of 

only using one monitor and one rover receiv

er, two rovers could be used. By using more 

than one rover, several constraints can be 

formed which can speed up the time to ambi

guity resolution as well as act as checks on the 

chosen integer ambiguities. 

The objective of this pap~r is to investigate 

OTF ambiguity resolution in the marine envi

ronment. Although ambiguity resolution in a 

marine environment has been successfully 

implemented, several problems were encoun

tered. In particular, Frodge et al. (1995) had 

problems resolving the integer ambiguities 

under conditions in which poor geometry pre

vailed. The main results of this problem were 

very long times to ambiguity resolution as well 

as incorrect integer ambiguity resolution in 

some cases. Carrier phase multipath has 

also been shown (Shi and Cannon, 1995) to 

be a hindrance when attempting to resolve 

integer ambiguities on-the-fly. 

The main focus is therefore to investigate meth

ods to decrease the amount of time required 

for integer ambiguity resolution as well as to 

increase the reliability of this process. Methods 

to be implemented revolve around the use of 

two GPS receivers on the vessel whereby sev

eral constraints including baseline, heading, 

pitch, and ambiguity constraints can be formed. 

In a marine environment, some height infor

mation is often available, which can also be 

used as a constraint. The effect of each con

straint on ambiguity resolution is investigated 

using field data. By adding more than one 

monitor station, multipath and receiver noise 

can also be reduced (Raquet, 1996). The results 

of combining this method with multiple 

roving receivers has been discussed in 

Weisenburger (1997). 

GPS CARRIER PHASE INTE
GER AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION 
In order to exploit the carrier phase observable 

to the fullest, the so-called integer ambiguity 

must be determined to its correct value. In 

most implementations, the carrier phase is first 

double differenced in order to reduce or elim

inate the satellite and receiver clock offsets, the 

ionospheric and tropospheric errors, and the 

orbital effects. This gives the following obser

vation equation, where ~represents the dou

ble difference operator (equation 1). 

Assuming that the atmospheric effects and 

orbital errors are eliminated in the above equa

tions, the parameters to be estimated are the 

user (or rover) station coordinates and ambi

guities. For most applications, integer ambi

guity resolution must be done both quickly 

and reliably. Unfortunately, these two require-

LIGHTHOUSE Spring/ Printemps 2000 7 



Equation 1 -----------, 

SV<l> = ~ Vp + ~ Y'dp +A.~ Y'N- ~ Y'dion + ~ Y'dtrop + ~ Y'£<1> 

where: <I> is the measured carrier phase (m), 
p is the geometric range (m), 

dp is the orbital error (m), 

dion is the ionospheric error (m), 

dtrop is the tropospheric error (m), 

'A is the wavelength (m), 

N is the integer ambiguity (cycles) 

E<l> is the receiver carrier phase noise plus multi path (m). 

....------- Figure 1: Effect of RSCR on Ambiguities ------, 

N; Ntest 1 

NtnJE 
I r n 

• ± 4crtloa • 
Ni+1 I N 1 I I+ 

I 
I 

NtrU€ 
i+1 

,, If 

• • ± 4cr flea • 
±4cr 

Equation 2 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

where: x is the estimated parameters after the nth parameter has been removed, 

C0 is the nth column of the covariance matrix, 

(c, )n.n is the variance of the nth parameter which is to be removed , and 

6 is the recursively computed sum of squared residuals. 

Equation 3 
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ments tend to be of a conflicting nature, thus many dif

ferent algorithms have been developed in the attempt 

to balance both requirements. 

All ambiguity resolution strategies consist of three basic 

steps namely, (1) the determination of an initial approx

imate solution, generally computed using either a 

carrier phase smoothed code solution (Lachapelle, 

1992), or a Kalman filtered float solution (Ford and 

Neumann, 1994), (2) a search strategy, which can be 

performed in either the position or ambiguity domain 

(Hein and Werner, 1995), and (3) a distinguishing test 

to isolate the correct integer combination. It should 

be noted that several different algorithms are available 

for each of these steps and many of the three steps can 

be used in different combinations, depending upon the 

application at hand. 

The ambiguity resolution technique which is imple

mented in the following sections is called the Fast 

Ambiguity Search Filter (FASF) and is described in 

detail in Chen and Lachapelle (1994). The following is 

a brief discussion of the basic components of the tech

nique. Further details can also be found in Weisenburger 
(1997). 

Fast Ambiguity Search Filter ( FASF) 

The FASF approach is implemented by using a Kalman 
filter to estimate the double differenced ambiguities as 

real numbers (the so-called floating ambiguities), and 

then using the estimated standard deviations of the 

ambiguities from this filter to define the search space 

for integer sets (Chen and Lachapelle, 1994). 

The FASF algorithm is recursive in nature and it uses 

the Recursive Computation of Search Range (RSCR) 

to reduce the number of integer ambiguities to be 

searched. The ambiguities are assumed to be arranged 

in some order, i.e. N 1, Nz, ... , Nn, where n is the number 

of ambiguity states. If N 1 is considered known, all 

remaining states and covariances change, with the 

covariances getting smaller. To demonstrate the recur

sive nature, consider figure 1. The unbroken arrows 

represent the floating ambiguities. The dashed arrow 

on the top graph represents a possible search point 

which lies within the 4 sigma search area. If the test 

ambiguity is assumed to be correct at this point, all other 

ambiguities and their corresponding variances change. 

That is, if this ambiguity is assumed to be correct, the 

variance of the other ambiguity states will decrease, see 

figure 1. Also, the value of the following ambiguity is 



changed. If the test integer ambiguities ambi

guities are all correct, the following new ambi

guities (denoted by -)will get closer to their 

correct integers. Even if one or more of the 

test ambiguities are set at the incorrect integer, 

the variances of the following new float ambi

guities will keep getting smaller. If at any point 

in the test the new variance of the new float 

ambiguities does not include an integer, it can 

be assumed that an incorrect integer was cho

sen for one or more of the previous ambigu

ities. In this case, the search can be aborted 

before a full set is found. This method results 

in a minimal number of ambiguity sets which 

have to be tested with a discrimination test 

and is very efficient because many of the pos

sible sets do not need to be fully searched. (fig

ure!) 

Mathematically, the n<h parameter can be 

removed from the covariance matrix cil using 

the equations (Lu, 1995) (equation 2). 

The recursive computation of the sum of 

squared residuals is another computational 

advantage of this method since the residuals 

are already computed once a complete set of 

integer ambiguities is found. 

The FASF technique implements a ratio test 

to isolate the correct integer ambiguity from 

the other potential values. It consists of a com

parison of the smallest sum of squared resid

uals to the second smallest, i.e. (equation 3) 

where QJ and Q z are the smallest and sec

ond smallest sum of squares of residuals in 

meters. The larger the ratio in equation (3), the 

higher the confidence in the selection of the 

correct integer ambiguity set (i.e. the one asso

ciated with Q 1) . A typical value for the thresh

old is 3. Landau and Euler (1992) suggest a 

threshold of2, though this may be somewhat 

optimistic for many operational environments. 

Other variations of the above ratio test are 

given in Wei and Schwarz (1995) and Han and 

Rizos (1996). 

A modification of the FASF technique to incor

porate the Least squares AMBiguity 

Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) can 

also be done. LAMBDA, developed by 

Teunissen (1993) reparameterizes the ambi

guity states and their corresponding covari

ance matrix. It can be used in conjunction 

with any search technique which searches in 

the ambiguity domain. The reparameteriza

tion is done in such a way that the number of 

potential ambiguity sets is reduced. Results of 

the combined FASF-LAMBDA approach is 

given in Weisenburger (1997). 

CONSTRAINTS 
Both speed and reliability are of concern for 

OTF ambiguity resolution. Often, these two 

concerns must be balanced in order to have 

an effective, but operationally reliable system. 

Additionally, the ability to resolve integer ambi

guities tends to decrease as the distance to the 

monitor station gets longer. In order to improve 

the speed and reliability of ambiguity resolu

tion, as well as to increase the distance over 

which integers can be resolved, a two rover 

station (i.e. user receiver) configuration is pro

posed rather than the typical one receiver case. 

By using two roving receivers (figure 2), more 

geometric information becomes available and 

this information can be used to speed up ambi

guity resolution and to improve quality con

trol. Firstly, when two roving antennas are set 

up on a moving vehicle, the baseline between 

these two is often precisely measured using a 

tape measure. Also, by fixing the ambiguities 

between the moving pair of rover stations, 

accurate heading and pitch information becomes 

available. Finally, the sum of a triangle of dou

ble difference ambiguities must equal zero 

(with the triangle formed by the two rover 

receivers and the monitor). The baseline con

straint has been used in the past to aid the 

ambiguity resolution for attitude determina

tion systems using GPS (e.g. Lu, 1995) while 

the ambiguity constraint has been used by 

Lachapelle et al. (1993) to aid the determina

tion of the relative positions of airplanes. 

In order to use two rover stations, the state 

vector for the Kalman filter must be expand

ed to include the position, velocity, and ambi

guity states for both receivers, i.e. (equation 4) 

where the subscripts refer to the rover num

ber and the superscripts refer to the satellite 

number. The first six terms refer to the posi

tions and velocity of one rover receiver, while 

the next six terms refer to the position and 

velocity of the second rover receiver. The 

remaining terms represent the ambiguities of 

each rover with respect to the ground moni

tor station. 

In order to apply several of the constraints, the 

ambiguities must first be solved between the 

roving pair. It is assumed that the roving 

pair is rigidly fixed with respect to one anoth

er, thus, a baseline constraint, and possibly a 

height constraint (described below) can be 

applied, making the ambiguity resolution faster 

and more reliable. If the roving pair is not fixed 

with respect to one another, the ambiguities 

can still be resolved between the two, how

ever, the baseline constraint can not be used. 

Fixed Baseline Constraint 

The fixed baseline constraint can be used in 

several ways including quality control by ensur

ing the final fixed ambiguities result in the given 

baseline, aiding in fixing ambiguities between 

the moving rover pair, and aiding in fix ing 

ambiguities between the monitor and two 

rovers. It is assumed that the fixed baseline 

length comes from an external source, and not 

from fix ing ambiguities and computing the 

baseline using GPS data. 

The model for the fixed baseline constraint is 

(equation 5) , where x, y, z, are the WGS84 

rover station coordinates and the subscripts 1 

and 2 represent receivers 1 and 2 respectively. 

Naturally, the standard deviation depends on 

the external method of measuring the base

line. Typically, if a tape or chain is used, the 

baseline length should have a small standard 

deviation of about 1 em. 

Heading Constraint 

Before a heading constraint (figure 3) can be 

applied, integer ambiguities must be fixed 

between the two rover stations. Once this is 
done, the heading between them can be con

sidered known with the derived standard devi-
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Figure 2: Dual Rover Station Scenario ------. 
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Figure 3: Heading ---------. 
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Equation 6 

jHd =tan -I c:;) 

is the difference in easting between rovers 1 and 2 (m) 

is the difference in northing between rovers 1 and 2 (m) 

$2,$1 are the latitudes of rovers 1 and 2 (rad), respectively, 

A2 , A1 are the longitudes of rovers 1 and 2 (rad), respectively, 

R is a mean radius of the earth (m) 

Equation 7 

(J = tan-1 ( (Jhoriz J 
Hd BL 
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ation. Assuming a spherical earth (which is valid if the 

baseline between the rover pair is small), the math

ematical model for heading becomes equation 6. 

Instead of deriving the standard deviation direcdy from 

the covariance law, an intuitive approach was taken. 

Given that the baseline between the rover pair is known, 

the heading standard deviation car! be computed using 

equation 7 where the crhoriz is the standard deviation 

of the horizontal position of one rover with respect 

to the other, and BL is the baseline separation between 

the two rovers. It car! be seen that a longer baseline will 
result in smaller standard deviations. 

Pitch Constraint 

The pitch constraint is quite similar to the heading con

straint and the two are generally applied together. Again, 

the ambiguities must be fixed between the roving pair 

before this constraint can be applied. The mathemat

ical model for the pitch constraint can be written as 

equation 8: where h1 and h2 are the heights of rover 1 

and 2, respectively. Similar to the standard deviation 

for heading, the standard deviation for pitch can be 

found using the equation 9 where a vert is the standard 

deviation in the vertical position of one rover with 

respect to the other. Again, a longer baseline will result 

in a smaller standard deviation. 

Ambiguity Constraint 

The fmal dual rover constraint to be presented is the 

ambiguity constraint. The idea behind this constraint 

is that the sum of a triangle of double difference ambi

guities figure 4 is zero (Lachapelle, 1993, Lachapelle, 

1994). The mathematical model is equation 10. 

The input standard deviation of this constraint is the

oretically 0, however, a small number such as 0.001 

cycles can be used to avoid numerical problems. 

Height Constraint 

The fmal constraint is a height constraint. This con

straint is extremely useful in a marine environment 

where the height is generally well known. Because the 

height is the weakest component of GPS, this constraint 

is the most useful, however, it is only applicable to a 

few specific environments. Remondi (1992) discusses 

the use of height constraints to direcdy aid in rejecting 

possible ambiguity sets. As will be shown, the proposed 

constraints are used to aid ambiguity resolution in a 

different marmer. 

The mathematical model for height constraints is equa-



tion 11, where h is the height of the anten

na. The standard deviation of the constraint 

must be determined from the knowledge of 

the height and dynamics of the vehicle. For 

example, if a ship was sailing in an area where 

the maximum expected wave height from 

trough to crest is 3 m, the appropriate stan

dard deviation would be which is 1/3 of the 

maximum displacement from zero. In the case 

of reacquisition of the ambiguities, the stan

dard deviation of the height constraint could 

be taken from the previous several minutes of 

data. 

Approximate Coordinates 

One problem that arises with the baseline, 

heading, and pitch models is the approximate 

values used in the design matrices. If the approx

imate values are poor, as is generally the case 

during the filter warm-up, the output covari

ance matrix after the constraints are applied 

may be skewed due to the nonlinear math

ematical models for these constraints. As an 

example, consider the baseline constraint. If 

the true and estimated coordinates are as shown 

in figure 5, after the baseline constraint is applied, 

the newly estimated coordinates of both rovers 

are actually worse than before the constraint. 

The covariance matrix, however, will show 

that the accuracy should have improved. 

There are three ways of overcoming this prob

lem. The first and most rigorous method is to 

include the second order terms as done by 

Widnall (1972). The second method is to sim

ply increase the input standard deviation of 

the constraint. This method works, but it does 

not really solve the problem. The final method 

is to simply wait several epochs while the m
ter warms up before applying the constraints. 

This is the method chosen since the heading 

and pitch constraints cannot be applied imme

diately because of the fact that the ambigui

ties must first be resolved between the two 

rovers. Thus, after the ambiguities between 

the rovers were fixed, all constraints were 

applied. 

If this problem is ignored, the resulting covari

ance matrix output by the filter will be over-

ly optimistic. This could result in the incor

rect ambiguities being chosen. 

Constraint Implementation 

The simplest form of implementing the described 

constraints is to treat them as observations. 

Thus, at each epoch, if a height constraint is 

to be applied, an extra observation of the height 

is added with the appropriate standard devia

tion. 

Unfortunately, the heading, pitch, and ambi

guity constraint cannot be applied until the 

ambiguities are solved between the two rovers. 

This is generally very quick because of the fixed 

baseline approach described above. Also, in 

the case of a ship borne application or an appli

cation in which the pitch of the vehicle is expect

ed to be minimal, the height of rover2 with 

respect to rover 1 will on the average be the 

same. Thus, the height of rover 2 can be con

strained to the height of rover 1 with the stan

dard deviation depending on the expected 

pitch of the ship. This will speed up the res

olution between the rover pair even more. In 

general, if a widelane observation (i.e. carrier 

Equation 9 Equation 10 ----, Equation 11 

~ 
f ' 
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Figure 7: Observed Satellite Geometry in Peachland 
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phase on L1 minus carrier phase on L2) is used, this 

ambiguity resolution is often instantaneous, thus no 

waiting is necessary to apply all available constraints. 

TEST DATA DESCRIPTION 
In order to determine the effectiveness of the previ

ously described constraints, several marine tests were 

carried out A first set of data was collected near Calgary 
on a reservoir which allowed for controlled testing of 

the system. Results from this test are reported in 

Weisenburger (1997). A second series of tests were con

ducted on Okanagan Lake near Kelowna, British 

Columbia in November, 1996 and are reported below. 

Two NovAtel MiLLennium receivers were mounted 

in a small vessel (houseboat) with Trimble 4000SSi 

receivers set up on land near Kelowna and Peachland 

which are communities bordering the lake. All four of 

these receivers are capable of outputting L1 and 

semi-codeless L2 pseudorange and carrier phase data 

which allowed for L1 and widelane (Ll-L2) processing . 

The antennas mounted on the vessel were separated 

by 11.3 m. Chokering antennas were used with the 

MiLLennium receivers while a groundplane was used 

with the Trimble antennas in an attempt to minimize 

multipath. 

The observed satellite geometry plots for the Kelowna, 

and Peachland stations are shown in figures 6 and 7, 
respectively. Figure 8 shows the vessel trajectory, while 

figure 9 shows the vessel height versus time. 

As shown in figure 8, the separation between the 

Kelowna monitor and the vessel ranged between 2 and 

18 km while the separation between the Peachland 

monitor station and the vessel ranged between 20 and 

40 km. All data was collected at a rate of 1 Hz while all 

post-processing was done with a 10 degree elevation 

cutoff. About 2 hours of data was recorded. 

DATA PROCESSING APPROACH 
The processing software SEAFLY, which is partially 

based on the FLYKIN program (Chen and Lachapelle, 

1994), was developed to allow for processing of two 

rover receivers mounted on a moving platform and for 

the previously described constraints to be applied. The 

main ambiguity resolution algorithm consists of a 

Kalman filter, which allows for optimal estimation of 

the floating ambiguities, and the FASF method described 

in Section 2. The software implements two filters 



running simultaneously where the primary fil

ter runs between the monitor and the two 

rover stations while the secondary filter runs 

between the two rover stations. Also, before 

any of the constraints are applied, it is neces

sary for the ambiguities to be fixed between 

the two rover stations. This is done within the 

secondary filter (see Section 2.6). Once the 

ambiguities have been fixed between the two 

rover stations, the heading and pitch are com

puted even if no monitor is available. It should 

be noted that in order to fix the ambiguities 

between the monitor and rovers quickly and 

reliably, a fixed baseline constraint is also applied. 

Two quality checks were implemented. Firstly, 

the resulting baseline between the two rovers 

as computed with respect to the monitor had 

to agree with the known baseline. Secondly, 

the sum of all the double difference ambigu

ities had to equal zero. If either of these checks 

failed, the ambiguity search was reset. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Effect of Constraints on Possible 
Ambiguity Sets 

The number of possible ambiguity sets is direct

ly associated with the ambiguity covariance 

matrix for the float solution since the variances 

of the ambiguity parameters are used to define 

the search space. In order to demonstrate the 

effect of the constraints on the covariance 

matrix, the number of possible ambiguity sets 

for a typical attempt at resolving ambiguities 

is shown in figures 10. It should be noted that 

a height constraint with a standard deviation 

of 0.5 m was used. The value of the constraints 

becomes clear in the figure. By applying all 

constraints, the number of possible ambigui

ty sets in both the Ll-only and the widelane 

cases are significantly reduced. 

Thus, with the reduction in the number of 

ambiguity sets that are required to be searched, 

the ambiguity resolution process can be per

formed in a more timely manner. 

Effects of Height Constraints on 
Ambiguity Resolution 

In order to determine the effect of the height 

Figure 10: Effect of All Constraints on the Number of 
Possible Ambiguity Sets for Widelane and L1 Data 
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Figure 12: Height Constraint Sensitivity 
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constraints on ambiguity resolution, the 

data set was processed several times, with 

the start time incremented by lOOs after each 

run (Lachapelle, 1992). Once the entire data 

set had been processed, the RMS and mean 

epochs to ambiguity resolution were com

puted using all of the results. 

Since the height constraint can have a large 

variation in the input standard deviation depend

ing on the wave conditions encountered, the 

sensitivity of the standard deviation must be 

analyzed. Figures 11 and 12 show the effect 

of height constraints using Ll-only data and 

widelane data respectively. The input heights 

was 332.05 m which was found by examining 

Figure 9·and taking an average value. Generally, 

this information would have to be known 

beforehand otherwise the height constraint 

would only be useful if the ambiguities have 

been previously solved for and lost. 

From figures 11 and 12 it becomes obvious 

that the height constraint can be very signifi

cant when using both widelane and Ll-only 

data. As the standard deviation of the height 
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Figure 13: Height Constraint 
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Figure 14: Effect of Various 
Constraints on Ambiguity Resolution 
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constraint was reduced, the amount of reduc

tion compared to a slightly larger height 

constraint decreased for the Ll-only data. The 

widelane case, however, shows little improve

ment after the standard deviation is decreased 

below the 1 m level. This is because of the 

large wavelength of the widelane observable 

(i.e. 86 em). Once the height becomes known 

at this level, the ambiguities become much eas

ier to solve, thus, a smaller standard deviation 

is of little consequence. 

The effect of the slightly biased input height 

becomes obvious in the Ll-only case (figure 

11). Once the input standard deviation falls 

below 0.75 m, the time to resolution is gen

erally longer than with a larger standard devi

ation. If the standard deviation is smaller than 

0.25 m, the constrained solution often takes 

longer to converge upon the correct integer 

ambiguities than the unconstrained solu-
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Constraint crH=0.75m 
crBL=O.Otm 

tion. Thus, if a biased height is to be used as 

a constraint, the standard input deviation must 

be large enough to hide the bias in the mea

surement noise. In this case, the bias is approx

imately 10 em for the hst half of the data set. 

Figure 11 shows that a 1 m height constraint 

performs quite well The percent improvement 

when using the widelane was about 50o/o. 

To investigate the effect of the monitor-rover 

separation on the height constraints the wide

lane data from Peachland was processed. Results 

are shown in figure 13. It can be seen that the 

effect of the height constraint is still significant 

over longer distances, however, the improve

ment is approximately 14CYJ/o, which is less than 

the Kelowna case. 

Thus, as the distance between the monitor and 

rovers increases, the height constraint begins 

to lose its effectiveness. This is because at large 

monitor-rover separations, the horizontal posi-

tion and ambiguities take significantly longer 

to converge. 

It should be noted that because the number 

of satellites drops to 4 for a period of approx

imately 1000 s, the times to resolution become 

artificially large. To remove this effect from fig
ure 13, all trials effected by this portion of the 

data were excluded from the statistics. Also, 

the Ll-only data for the Peachland case is not 

presented because ambiguity resolution on

the-fly with Ll-only data becomes very diffi.. 

cult and unreliable for such large monitor-rover 

separations. 

During the test, the wave conditions were very 

calm, thus small standard deviations could be 

easily tested. In an oceanic situation, such calm 
conditions would not likely be encountered 

and larger standard deviations would be required. 
With very large waves, the height constraint 

would quickly lose its effectiveness because of 

the increased standard deviations. However, 

in constricted waterways, where waves are gen

erally minimal, a height constraint with a 1m 

standard deviation becomes reasonable and 

very effective in decreasing the time to resolve 

the integer ambiguities. 

Effects of Other Constraints on 
Ambiguity Resolution 

Figures 14 and 15 show the effects of differ

ent individual constraints for both the L1-only 

and widelane cases for the Kelowna reference 

station, while figure 16 shows the widelane 

case for Peachland. As expected, the use of all 
constraints made a considerable impact on the 

time to ambiguity resolution. 

The baseline constraint appears to be the least 

help to the ambiguity resolution process, while 

the height constraint is the most useful indi

vidual constraint assuming a fairly small stan

dard deviation. 

Overall, each case follows the same general 

pattern regarding the usefulness of constraints 

for ambiguity resolution. 

Several discrepancies, however, do exist. Firsdy, 

in figure 15, the ambiguity constraint is ofless 

importance than the baseline constraint. This 
is probably due to the fact that the monitor is 



always close to the rover stations, the geome

try is excellent, and a widelane observable is 

being used. Because of these reasons, the ambi

guities converge very quickly, thus the con

straint results in a minimal gain. The second 

discrepancy is the height constraint in figure 

15. In all other cases, the RMS time to reso

lution using the height constraint is smaller 

than all other constraints combined. Note 

that the mean height still fits the general trend. 

This means that there were a few epochs in 

the data set which caused the RMS of this con

straint to become very large. If these epochs 

were removed from the statistics, the constraint 

would fit the same general trend. Finally, in 

figure 16 the effect of the baseline, heading 

and pitch, and ambiguity constraints com

bined have very little effect on the times to 

ambiguity resolution. This is because of the 

large distance separating the monitor and rover 

receivers. This shows that for long inter-receiv

er separations, in this test only the height con

straint is of much use to decrease the time to 

resolution, while the other constraints can be 

more importandy used as quality assurance of 

the correct integer ambiguities. 

Table 1 summarizes the improvement obtained 

by using all of the previously described con

straints. Overall, it can be seen that the con

straints significantly aided the ambiguity 

resolution process. 

Increased Reliability 
The reliability of the correct integer ambigu

ities is a very important part of integer ambi

guity resolution. If the incorrect ambiguities 

are resolved, incorrect positions will be out

put, and because ambiguities are only resolved 

if centimetre level positioning is needed, such 

an incorrect position could have grave con

sequences. 

The discrimination test described in Section 

2 should in theory result in the correct ambi

guity set being chosen. Unfortunately, the test 

is formulated under the assumption that all 

errors encountered in the GPS observations 

are Gaussian in nature. This assumption is not 

always true as multipath is always present and 

.-------- Figure 15: Effect of Various Constraints 
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Table 1: Summary of Results 

Percent Reduction over Unconstrained Case 

Reference Station L1-only Wide lane 

Kelowna 59% 

Peachland 

at long receiver separations, the differential 

atmosphere and orbital errors begin to add to 

the non-Gaussian errors. 

One of the advantages of using two or more 

rover receivers is that the relative information 

between them can be used to confirm whether 

or not the chosen integer ambiguity set is cor

rect. The resulting relative positions of the 

two rover receivers from the primary filter 

must agree with the relative positions output 

by the secondary filter. If either the baseline, 

the heading, or the pitch do not match with

in a certain tolerance, it can be assumed that 

the incorrect ambiguity set has been chosen 

70% 

52% 

and the search should be reset. Naturally, the 

secondary filter still suffers from multipath. 

The differential atmospheric errors are gener

ally not a problem, however, because of the 

very short baseline between the two rovers. 

Thus, the reliability of the secondary filter is 

the main limiting factor. Of course, the sec

ondary filter can also be checked for correct 

ambiguities using the fixed baseline. 

In the Kelowna data set, the Ll-only data pro

cessing resulted in an 800/o success rate for find

ing the correct ambiguities without the 

constraints. Once the constraints were applied, 

this number increased to 95%, which is a 15% 
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improvement in reliability over the uncon

strained case. No incorrect ambiguities were 

found when processing the widelane data. 

When the incorrect ambiguities were encoun

tered, they were often discovered within a short 

period of time due to checks implemented 

after ambiguities were resolved. Although it 

is still possible for an incorrect ambiguity set 

to pass all of the tests, after several epochs one 

or more of the tests are bound to fail causing 

the search to reset. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Carrier phase ambiguity resolution is an extreme

ly delicate process which requires much care 

to ensure a quick and reliable solution. This 

process is dependent on many factors includ

ing the type of observable used, (widelane or 

L1 only), the satellite geometry, the number 

of satellites, and the monitor - rover separa

tion. If an L1 observable is used, the time to 

ambiguity resolution is affected mosdy by the 
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Comparaison des methodes d'interpolation 
KRIGING ET VORONOI 
dans un contexte bathymetrique 
Sonia Rivest, Alfonso R. Condal et Christopher M. Gold 

Introduction 
Les methodes d'interpolation spatiale usuelles 

peuvent se diviser en deux groupes: les meth

odes ponctuelles et les methodes regionales. 

Les premieres servant a estirner une certaine 

variable a une position precise; les autres 

estirnant un phenomene bi-dimensionnel. 

Les methodes ponctuelles peuvent etre soit 

exactes, c'est-a-dire conservant la valeur des 

donnees initiales, ou approximatives. Ces 

demieres ne respectent pas necessairement la 

valeur des donnees originales. Nous nous 

interesserons aux premieres dont la descrip

tion des plus courantes se retrouve dans la sec

tion Methodes d'interpolation usuelles. 11 en 

existe une panoplie; elles sont utilisees pour 

des applications plus ou moins specifiques. En 

general, le choix d'une methode doit depen

dre du type de donnees, du degre de precision 

souhaite et des temps de calculs juges con

venables [Lam 1983]. 

En hydrographie, comrne les donnees recueil

lies par des sondeurs mono-faisceau n'offient 

habituellement pas une couverture totale du 

fond marin, il est necessaire d'effectuer une 

interpolation entre les donnees disponibles. 

Cette interpolation doit etre exacte car cette 

caracteristique represente un important fac

teur de securite [Monahan et Casey 1985]. 

I: interpolation permettra ensuite la produc

tion des contours, basee sur un quadrillage 

regulier ou une triangulation. Le quadrillage 

est construit a partir des donnees interpolees 

tandis que la triangulation l'est a partir des don

nees originales. La structure quadrillee est la 

plus utilisee [Casey et Monahan 1986]. 

l:interpolation a longtemps ete produite 

sans calculs specifiques et les contours etaient 

traces ala main. Avec l'arrivee de nouvelles 

technologies, le besoin de methodes plus opera

tionnelles et efficaces se fit sentir. Pour la pro

duction d'un quadrillage uniforme de points 

interpoles, apparurent des methodes telles que 

les moyennes ponderees selon la distance. Dans 

le cas du <<Hydrographic Contouring System>>, 

developpe en partie par le SHC region du 

Pacifique, ce sont les splines qui sont utilisees 

pour les estimations. Pour ce qui est du trac;age 

de contours base sur des triangulations, celle 

de Delaunay avec interpolation lineaire est l'une 

des methodes les plus simples. 

Depuis quelques annees, des organismes hydro

graphiques se toument vers le Krigeage (Kriging) 

qui semble offiir des possibilites interessantes 

pour le tra~age automatise des courbes 

bathymetriques. [Kielland et Hally 1989]. 

Le but du present article est de com parer cette 

methode a une autre, dite geometrique et basee 

sur la structure de donnees Voronoi, dans 

un cadre hydrographique. La methode Voronoi 

a d'abord ete introduite sous le nom 

d' Interpolation par voisins naturels [Sibson 

1982]. Les concepts ont ete repris et modifies 

par un des auteurs [Gold 1989] qui en a fait 

un type de moyenne ponderee Des quadrillages 
estirnes seront produits a l'aide des deux meth

odes puis compares. 

Afin de realiser l'objectif, un ensemble de don

nees bathymetriques a ete obtenu du Service 

hydrographique du Canada (SHC), region de 

Quebec et dont les caracteristiques seront 

definies plus loin. Suivra une breve discussion 

des methodes d'interpolation couramment 

utilisees en general. 11 y aura ensuite descrip

tion des deux methodes d'interpolation en 

cause et de leur application, puis une analyse 

terminera ce document. 

Donnees 
Les donnees utilisees proviennent du SHC. 

Elles decrivent la bathymetrie du secteur des 

11es de la Madeleine dont le leve complet a ete 

effectue entre les annees 1982 et 1988. (voir 

figure 1). Ce leve couvre une superficie delim

itee par les coordonnees geographiques indiquees 

au tableau 1: 

LatitudeN Longitude 0 

47°09' 69°15' 

47°34' 62°15' 

47°34' 61°55' 

47°51' 61°55' 

47°51' 61°02' 

47°27' 61°02' 

47°27' 61°22' 

47°09' 61°22' 

Tableau 1. Coordonnees limites approxima
tives du leve bathymetrique. 

~ Secteues d 'mte,.pol a tton 
-- So nd ag e 5Lmple f a1 sce ou 

0 

Figure 1. Situation des secteurs de sondage et 

d'interpolation par rapport aux lies de Ia Madeleine. 
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Les vedettes utilises pour les sondages etaient 

equipees so it d'un sondeur Raytheon 719-B 

soit d'un Elac LAZ72. La precision du Raytheon 

est de 0,5 % de la profondeur mesuree, plus 

ou moins 1 pouce (12 em pour le secteur 1 et 

9 em pour le secteur 2, en moyenne). Dans le 

cas du Elac, la precision de la mesure est de 

0,25 %de la profondeur mesuree (5 em pour 

le secteur 1 et 3 em pour le secteur 2, en 

moyenne). Les secteurs dont il est question 

ici seront definis plus loin. 

Les lignes de sondage, effectuees par la meth

ode d'angle et distance, sont espacees d'ap

proximativement 100 mEtres et les profondeurs 

emegistrees sur ces lignes sont aussi distancees 

d'environ 100 metres. Les donnees ont ete 

corrigees pour la vitesse de propagation du 

son dans l'eau, pour les erreurs instrumentales 

et pour la maree au temps de captage. Elles 

ont aussi ete reduites au niveau du zero des 

sondes. Le systeme de positionnement utilise 

fut le Trisponder 540 qui a une precision plan

imetrique de 2 a 5 metres en mode dynamique. 

Traitements preliminaires 
Les donnees ont d'abord ete transforrnees du 

systeme de reference NAD27 au NAD83 a 
l'aide du logiciel Quadint du Service de la 

geodesie du Quebec. Les positions ont ensuite 

ete transforrnees en coordonnees UTM (fuse

au 20). Afin de minimiser les temps de traite-

Section de territoire Secteur principal 

Coordonnees limites (m) 600407,525460 
(UTM 20) S-0 et N-E 613223,5265294 

Superficie (km2) 164.5 

Nombre de sondes 22168 

Profondeur minimum (m) 1.4 

Profondeur maximum (m) 26.4 

Profondeur moyenne (m) 15.18 

Variance (m2) 13.081 

Ecart-type (m) 3.6168 

Coefficient d' asymetrie 

Coef. d'aplatissement 

Distance test K-S 

ments, deux secteurs de plus petite envergure 

ont ete definis a l'interieur du secteur princi

paL Les figures 2 et 3 les decrivent. Le tableau 

2 resume quelques caracteristiques de ces por

tions de terriroire. 

Figure 2. Illustration des positions UTM de sondes 
pour le secteur 1 (voir figure 1). 
Coordonnee coin S-0 : 601400m, 5254600m, 
coordonnee coin N-E : 607100m, 5258200m. 

Figure 3. Illustration des positions UTM de sondes 
pour le secteur 2 (voir figure 1). 
Coordonnee coin S-0 : 604200m, 5261400m , 
coordonnee coin N-E : 609800m, 5265100m. 

Secteur d'interpolation 1 Secteur d'interpolation 2 

601400 , 5254600 604200,5261400 
607100 , 5258200 609800 , 5265100 

20.52 20.72 

2230 3690 

13.6 4.9 

21.0 16.2 

18.02 12.84 

0.7640 2.6687 

0.8741 1.6336 

0.315 -0.860 

0.784 0.744 

0.0601 0.0820 

Tableau 2. Caracteristiques des secteurs d'interpolation. 
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Methodes d'interpolation 
Methodes d'interpolation usuelles 

Parmi les nombreuses methodes d'interpola

tion exactes, certaines se rencontrent plus 

frequemment. La presente section vise a les 

passer en revue brievement avec leurs princi

paux avantages et inconvenients. 

D'abord, nous retrouvons !'interpolation 

polynomiale. Cette methode vise a represen

ter la surface par une equation polynomiale 

d'ordre minimal passant par to us les points 

originaux. l£quation commune est de la forme 

F(x,y) = ~i xi yi, en deux dimensions. C'est 

une methode simple mais elle peut devenir 

inconsistante entre les points de donnees si 

l'ordre du polynome utilise est grand, car les 

contraintes sont donnees seulement aux points 

originaux. De plus, plusieurs solutions exis

tent pour un meme ensemble de donnees. 

Cette methode n'est pas recommandee lorsque 

le nombre de donnees est eleve. 

Ensuite, no us avons les methodes de pondera

tion selon la distance. Ces techniques utilisent 

une moyenne ponderee des valeurs des voisins 

et les poids requis sont determines par une 

fonction de la distance. Plus le voisin est situe 

pres du point a interpoler, plus son poids sera 

eleve, et inversement pour les points eloignes. 

Le choix de la fonction de distance peut etre 

ambigu ainsi que la determination de la taille 

du voisinage optimal, surtout lorsque les car

acteristiques de la surface ne sont pas connues. 

Aussi, ce type d'interpolation est tres affecte 

par la distribution spatiale des donnees puisqu'un 

poids egal sera donne a chacun des voisins 

egalement distances, meme si ceux-ci sont 

fortement regroupes. Cependant, sa simplic

ite et ses resultats raisonnables pour plusieurs 

types de donnees en font une methode tres 

utilisee. 

Les fonctions splines produisent, elles aussi, 

une interpolation exacte. Leur definition 

s'enonce comme suit: etant donne un ensem

ble de points sur un profll ou xO < x1 < x2 < 
... < xn, une fonction spline s(x) de degre m 

avec les noeuds xO, x1, ... , xn est une fonction 



definie sur une ligne entiere de telle sorte 

que dans chaque intervalle [x(i), x(i+ 1)] (seg

ment polynomial), s(x) est donnee par un 

polynome de degre m ou moins et que s(x) et 

ses derivees d'ordre 1,2, ... , m-1 sont continues 

partout. Les splines cubiques sont les plus utiJ... 

isees. Cependant, les splines peuvent intro

duire des anomalies qui ne font pas partie de 

la surface originale [Lancaster et Salkauskas 

1975]. 

Enfin, on retrouve la methode des differences 

finies (finite differences) basee sur l'hypothese 

que la surface obeit a des equations differen

tielles, ordinaires ou partielles. Ces equa

tions sont alors approximees par differences 

finies et resolues par iterations. I.:interpolation 

par differences finies demande beaucoup de 

temps de traitements. En dehors du voisinage, 

l'interpolation est pauvre. 

Les deux methodes qui nous interessent, celle 

basee sur la structure Voronoi et le Krigeage, 

seront decrites en detail dans les lignes suiv

antes. 

Structure de donnees Voronoi 

La methode d'interpolation Voronoi est basee 

sur la structure matricielle du meme nom. La 

structure Voronoi est un mode de decom

position del' espace, ici un espace a deux dimen

sions, en tulles irregulieres associees chacune 

a un objet de l' espace, qui est une position de 

sonde dans notre cas (objet ponctuel). La tuile 

associee a un objet, ou polygone Voronoi (en 

deux dimensions), est la partie de l'espace qui 

est plus pres de cet objet que de tout autre. 

I.:union de tous les polygones Voronoi forme 

le diagramme Voronoi. Cette structure porte 

aussi le nom de polygones de Thiessen ou 

de Dirichlet [Klein 1989]. Elle peut evidem

ment etre definie pour des objets plus com

plexes tels que des segments de droite ou toute 

forme creee a partir de ceux-ci. 

Pour la construction d'un diagrarnme Vorono~ 
on peut d'abord effectuer une triangulation 

de Delaunay a partir des objets. Cette trian

gulation est unique pour chaque ensemble de 

donnees. Dans le cas d'objets ponctuels, cha

cun est un sommet de triangle et ces derniers 

sont construits de fa<;:on telle que 

leur cercle circonscrit ne contient 

aucun autre objet en son interieur. 

Par la suite, les mediatrices de cha

cun des cotes de triangles sont tracees 

et coupees aux intersections. Thspace, 

ou le plan, se trouve done divise a la 

maniere d'une mosai'que. 

I.:equation d'un poly gone Voronoi 

peut se definir ainsi : 

I 

Soit Sun ensemble d'objets etA un sous
ensemble de S 

V(A) = {x E 9i2 l Vp; E A, Vpi E S\ A, d(x, P;) < 
d(x, pi)} 

oO x est un point quelconque a l'interieur d'un 
polygene Voronoi , 

P; est l'objet central du polygone, 

Pi est un autre objet quelconque et 

d est Ia distance Euclidienne 

La figure 4 montre un diagramme Voronoi en 

Figure 4. Diagram me Voronoi et triangulation de 
Del au nay. 

Principes de Ia methode d'interpola
tion Voronoi 

La methode d'interpolation Voronoi est une 

methode geometrique orientee-objet qui peut 

etre decrite comme une moyenne ponderee. 

Elle est orientee-objet car elle est basee sur la 

distribution des objets eux-memes plutot que 

sur leurs coordonnees. 

n s'agit de trouver, pour chaque emplacement 

dont on veut interpoler la valeur, les voisins 

d'interpolation et le poids de chacun. Dans 

I 

I 

I 

Figure 5. A gauche, tous les points-objets sont 
des voisins du point A car ils partagent une fron
tiere avec ce dernier. A droite, les voisins sont 
relies par un cote de triangle. 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

Figure 6. Exemple d'aire volee par !'insertion d'un 
nouveau point dans un diagramme Voronoi. 

un diagramme Voronoi, les voisins d'un objet 

sont definis comme etant les objets qui parta

gent une meme frontiere de poly gone Voronoi 

avec le premier objet, ou une meme media trice 

de cote de triangle de Delaunay. Auss~ chaque 

voisin d'un point-objet est relic ace dernier 

par un cote de triangle. La figure 5 illustre le 

concept de voisinage. 

Les poids requis pour le calcul de la moyenne 

ponderee sont donnes par l'aire volee par un 

point-requete que l'on insere dans le diagrarnme 

Voronoi forme par un ensemble de points

echantillons. Les points-echantillons sont ceux 

dont la valeur de la caracteristique ou attrib

ut qui no us interesse a ete mesuree. Le point

requete est un point-objet dont on veut interpoler 

la valeur de l'attribut. 

Si l' on construit un diagrarnme Voronoi a l'aide 

de nos donnees mesurees, le fait d'inserer un 

point-requete modifiera localement le dia

gramme en creant autour du nouvel objet un 
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nouveau polygone Voronoi. Ce nouveau poly

gone Voronoi empietera sur le poly gone des 

objets voisins nouvellement dennis et leur '' 

volera >> un bout de surface. C'est cette sur· 

face volee a un voisin, par rapport a la surface 

volee to tale, qui forme le poids assode a ce 

voisin lors du calcul de la moyenne. n est ainsi 

evident que la somme des poids sera egale a 
1. La figure 6 montre comment le point X vole 

une partie de surface de polygone a ses voisins 

lorsqu'il s'insere dans leur structure. 

Le poids peut done s'ecrire: 

A; = A(i) I 3A(i) 
ou A(i) est l'aire volee au voisin i 

A l'exterieur de l'ensemble des voisins, l'aire 

volee est nulle, ce qui fait que le poids des objets 

non-voisins est egal a o. A l'inverse, si le point 

insere se superpose parfaitement a un point

echantillon, la totalite de l'aire volee par le point 

insere proviendra du point·echantillon. Le 

point· echantillon aura un poids de 1, le max

imum, puisque l'aire qui lui est volee est l'aire 

to tale volee. On dit done que la methode d'in

terpolation Voronoi est une methode exacte 

puisqu'elle conserve la valeur des donnees de 

depart. La surface obtenue est entierement 

continue. La pente est aussi continue partout 

excepte aux points de donnees eux·memes 

[Gold et Roos 1994]. 

Les lignes precedentes decrivent la 

P.E. 

I 

isee. Pour eviter que la pente de la surface soit 

egale a zero aux points·echantillons, on doit 

modifier a nouveau la methode afin d'elimin· 

er les discontinuites de pente. Assumons la 

capacite a determiner la pente a chaque point

echantillon en fonction des autres points avoisi

nants. On peut alors, au lieu de calculer une 

moyenne ponderee de la valeur de chaque 

voisin, calculer une telle moyenne pour une 

fonction defmie pour chaque voisin. Cette 

fonction s'exprime so us la forme 

Z; = a;( X- X;) + b;(Y -Y;) + C; 

ou a; et b; sont les pentes estimees dans les direc
tions x et y, etC; est Ia valeur de l'attribut qui nous 
interesse. Ces parametres determinent une fonc
tion pour chaque voisin. 

x et y sont les coordonnees du point-requete et 
les X;, Y;, sont les coordonnees des voisins. 

Les etapes sont done, pour cet autre type d'in· 

terpolation : 

i) Generation du diagramme Voronoi. 

ii) Estimation des pentes a chaque point. 

iii) Insertion du point·requete dans la 
structure. 

iv) Calcul de l'aire volee a chaque voisin 

v) Calcul de A,' = 3A,2- 2fc3. 
vi) Calcul des z;. 

vii) Multiplication de la fonction z; par la 
fonction du poids, sommation pour 
tous les voisins et division par la 
somme des poids. 

P.E. 

I 

Cette procedure garantit une surface contin· 

ue en respectant les points de donnees et leur 

fonction de pente est aussi continue [Gold 

1989]. Son fonctionnement est decrit par la 

figure 7. La somme des poids sera egale a 1, ce 

qui est une condition necessaire pour que les 

estimes soient non·biaises. La methode est 

robuste pour tout type de distributions de 

donnees. Il est possible d'inserer autant de 

points·requete qu'on le desire et ainsi inter· 

poler sur des grilles rectangulaires. 

Krigeage 
La methode d'interpolation du Krigeage a ete 

nommee ainsi en l'honneur de D.G. Krige qui 

en a etabli les premieres bases. Depuis, son 

utilisation s'est repandue, surtout dans le 

domaine minier [Joumel et Huijbregts 1978]. 

Le Krigeage est une methode geostatistique 

basee sur la theorie des variables regionalisees. 

Une variable regionalisee a des proprietes inter

mediaires entre une variable aleatoire et une 

variable completement determinee. Ainsi, les 

points plus rapproches sont plus fortements 

correles. Les points tres eloignes tendent a etre 

independants statistiquement [Davis 1986]. 

ll existe plusieurs types de Krigeage, selon les 

hypotheses que l' on emet a propos de nos don

nees de depart Celui decrit iciest le Krigeage 

ordinaire ponctuel Si l'on assume que la mesure 

prise ne represente pas un evene· 

methode de base. On peut la mod· 

ifier afin que la pente aussi soit con

tinue aux points·echantillons. En 

effet, on peut poser que le poids asso

de a chaque voisin d'interpolation 

est en fait une fonction du poids 

defini par l'aire volee. Dans le logi· 

del utilise pour ce projet, la fonction 

du poids est: 

J I ~ 5 r-----I-1 

ment sans dimension, au lieu d'u· 

tiliser le Krigeage ponctuel il est 

possible de produire un Krigeage 

par blocs. On assume alors que la 

mesure represente une cemrine super· 

ficie en deux dimensions ou un vol-

ume en trois dimensions. La mesure 

est done vue comme une moyenne 

de tous les points se trouvant a l'in

terieur de la superfide ou du vol· 

ume. 
A,'= 31c2-2fc3 

ou A,' est le nouveau poids etA est 
le poids decrit par l'aire volee [Gold et 
Roos 1994]. 

Cette fonction a une pente de 0 pour 

un poids initial de 1 ou 0. Une autre 

fonction fournissant cette meme 

caracteristique aurait pu etre util-
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Jlr~illd ,r----J:T 
Figure 7: 1. Section d'une carte avec des points-echantil lons. 2. Polygones 
Voronoi autour des points. 3. Insertion d'un point-requete et estimation de 
!'elevation. 4. Resultats de plusieurs elevations. 5. Ajout de Ia fonction de 
poids. 6. Ajout de Ia fonction de pente. (D'apres Gold 1989). 

L'interpolation, avec le Krigeage 

ponctuel, se fait aussi selon une 

moyenne ponderee des valeurs des 

voisins du point a estimer. Le poids 

est id determine par la semi-vari

ance des donnees tiree du semi·var· 

•. 



iogramme, le graphique la representant. La 

semi-variance est une mesure du degre de 

dependance spatiale entre des points-echan

tillon selon un support specifique. On entend 

par support les dimensions, forme, orientation 

et arrangement spatial des echantillons. 

La methode du Krigeage procure un calcul de 

l'erreur statistique sur le point interpole. Cette 

erreur nous permet d'apprecier les estimations 

et peut servir d'indicateur d'un besoin de den

sification de l'echantillonnage. Le nombre de 

combinaisons possibles pour les poids est infi... 
ni. n n'y en a cependant qu'une seule qui min

imise la variance (et l'erreur d'estimation) et 

c'est ce que le Krigeage amene. On dit alors 

que le Krigeage est reconnu pour produire le 

meilleur estimateur lineaire non-biaise. On dit 

aussi que c'est une methode exacte puisqu'il 

predit la valeur exacte des points-echantillon 

avec une erreur d'estimation nulle. En l'ab

sence de tendance dans les donnees, la somme 

des poids sera egale a 1 Oournel et Huijbregts 

1978]. 

A l'inverse de la methode Voronoi ou la deter

mination du voisinage d'interpolation se fait 

de fa<;:on automatique, la theorie du Krigeage 

n' offre aucune definition du voisinage devant 

etre utilise. Differentes methodes sont irnplan

tees dans les logiciels (quadrants ou octants, 

par exemple) etc' est l'utilisateur qui doit trou

ver quels voisins utiliser. Pour une description 

plus exhaustive du Krigeage, le lecteur est invite 

a consulter la litterature a ce sujet. 

Application des methodes 
d'interpolation 
Methode Voronoi 

La methode d'interpolation Voronoi a ete 

appliquee a l'aide d'un executable developpe 

par un des auteurs (C. Gold). Cet executable 

permet la definition des limites d'interpolation 

selon une forme rectangulaire. n permet aussi 

de definir l'espacement entre les noeuds du 

quadrillage d'interpolation. Les deux types 

d'interpolation (de base et en tenant compte 

de la pente) sont possibles. 

Pour les deux secteurs de travail, les limites 

d'interpolation correspondent avec les limites 

de secteur telles que definies au Tableau 1. 

"Cespacement entre les noeuds du quadrillage 

a ete fixe a 25m en X et Y, ce qui constitue un 

bon compromis entre la disposition origi

nale des donnees et un temps de traitement 

qui deviendrait vite trop long pour un quadrillage 

de plus en plus dense. Un quadrillage plus fin 

permet d'ameliorer la courbure des con

tours traces. Cependant, il n'ameliorera pas la 

precision des courbes qui elle, depend evidem

ment de la resolution du sondage. Les deux 

methodes (avec ou sans estimation de pente) 

ont ete testees et chacune peut etre retenue 

selon le contexte. Une discussion du choix a 
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faire peut etre trouvee a la section Resultats 
etanalyse. 

Krigeage 

Pour cette methode, chaque nouveau secteur 

a interpoler necessite une analyse preliminaire 

a l'application du Krigeage. Une etude statis

tique est done essentielle. Le Tableau 2 resume 

les statistiques descriptives des deux secteurs 

d'interpolation. 

Le logiciel utilise pour l'application du Krigeage 

a ete GS+ de Gamma Design Software inc., 

(Plainwell, Michigan). n permet plusieurs analy

ses spatiales dont la construction des semi-var

iogrammes isotropique et anisotropique selon 

quatre directions separees de 45°. Ces direc-

328.5 
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Figure 8. Semi-variogramm~ anisotropique du secteur 1, pour un interva lle maximal de 5000 metres. 
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Figure 9. Semi-variogramme avec modele spherique du secteur 1, utilise pour !'interpolation . 
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a 1000 metres, en gardant inchange le reste des 

parametres, pour faciliter !a modelisation. Un 

modele spherique fut superpose, dormant une 

meilleure approximation en terme de moin

dres carres. Pour le Krigeage ponctueL un voisi:

nage de 1000 metres a ete choisi. 

Application au secteur 2 

Figure 10. Semi-variogramme du secteur 2 et modele lineaire. 

La semi-variance des donnees du secteur 2 a 

aussi ete repartee sur un semi-variogramme 

anisotropique ayant les memes directions 

d'anisotropie que celui du secteur 1 comme le 

montre !a figure 10. Un modele lineaire a ete 

superpose Le modele epouse tres bien !a forme 

du semi-variogramme pour des intervalles 

allantjusqu'a environ 1000 metres. C'est done 

cette valeur qui fut choisie pour le rayon du 

voisinage d'interpolation. On retrouve, un peu 

moins evidente, cette structure en parabole 

qui indique une tendance. En choisissant un 

rayon de voisinage de 1000 metres, on s'assure 

que !a tendance n'interferera pas dans !a struc

ture des donnees car elle se fait sentir autour 

de l'intervalle de 1300 metres environ. 

tions ainsi que !'angle d'ouverture sont choi

sis par l'operateur. Les autres parametres du 

semi-variogramme definissables par l'utilisa

teur sont l'intervalle maximal represente et l'e

tendue des classes. Le logiciel permet ensuite 

le Krigeage ordinaire ponctuel ou par blocs. 

Pour les fins de ce projet, le Krigeage ponctuel 

fut utilise. Les parametres d'interpolation defi

nis par l'utilisateur sont : le rayon du voisinage 

pour !a determination des poids, le nombre 

maximal de voisins et !a distance entre les 

noeuds sur le quaclrillage d'interpolation. Pour 

chacun des secteurs, les limites d'interpolation 

et !a distance entre les noeuds sur le quaclrillage 

d'interpolation ont ete les memes que celles 

fixees pour !'interpolation Voronoi. 

De plus, comme verification de !'interpolation, 

GS+ offre une methode de validation croisee 

(methode de Jacknife). 

Application au secteur 1 

Pour le secteur 1, un semi-variogramme 

anisotropique a ete calcule. ~etendue des class

es fut fixee a 100 metres. ~experimentation 

a fait ressortir que pour un intervalle (h) de 

5000 metres, les directions d'anisotropie 

sont clairement identifiables, comme lemon

tre !a figure 8. 

I..:angle d'ouverture etait de 10°. De plus, !a 

courbe semble atteindre un plafond qui deter

mine !a region d'influence, puis augmente 

ensuite en forme de demi-parabole. Un tel 
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variogramme met en evidence une tendance 

(forme de parabole) mais celle-d n'interfere 

pas dans !a structure des donnees a l'interieur 

de !a region d'influence [Royle et aL 1980]. En 

consequence, !a modelisation de seulement !a 
partie du graphique qui se trouve a l'interieur 

de cette region d'influence est acceptable (voir 

figure 9). ~intervalle maximal a done ete ramene 

Type de Moyenne des Ecart-type des 
donnees profondeurs profondeurs 

Donnees 18.02 m 0.874m 
de depart 

Krigeage 18.04 m 0.834m 
ponctuel 

Voronoi avec 18.04 m 0.864m 
pente 

Voronoi simple 18.03 m 0.846m 

Erreur Erreur 
d'interpolation d'interpolation 

predite minimum predite maximum 

-

0.23m 0.56m 

-

- -

Tableau 3. Resultats des differentes interpolations a partir des donnees origin ales du secteur 1. 

Type de Moyenne des Ecart-type des Erreur Erreur 
donnees profondeurs profondeurs d'interpolation d'interpolation 

predite minimum predite maximum 

Donnees 12.84m 1.63m - -
de depart 

Krigeage 13.39 m 1.28m 0.046 m 0.48m 
ponctuel 

Voronoi avec 13.40 m 1.39m 
pente 

Voronoi simple 13.39 m 1.27 m 

Tableau 4. Resultats des differentes interpolations a partir des donnees originales du secteur 2. 



Resultats et analyse 
Les methodes Voronoi et du Krigeage furent 

appliquees a chacun des secteurs. Les tableaux 

3 et 4 indiquent les resultats. Les figures 11 

et 12 montrent les cartes de contours produites 

avec les deux methodes (Voronoi sans pente 

et Krigeage ponctuel). 

Debutons d'abord avec une analyse des resul

tats obtenus a l'aide de la methode Voronoi. 

En visualisant les surfaces produites a l'aide 

des donnees interpolees (non montrees ici), 

on peut verifier que la methode avec estima

tion de pente a pour effet un certain lissage 

des surfaces. Pour le secteur 1, la difference 

entre les deux methodes est relativement petite. 

La moyenne est la meme et la difference max

imale des extremes est de 27 em. Cependant, 

la methode avec estimation de pente a donne, 

pour le secteur 2, des estimes irreels a certains 

endroits. Cela est cause directement par l'a

jout de la pente dans la methode. En effet, 

dans les zones plus rugueuses, la pente peut 

parfois approcher une valeur indeterminee 

(pente verticale)' ce qui amene des estimes tres 

petits ou au contraire tres eleves. C'est ce 

qui s'est passe dans le secteur 2, entre-autres 

dans le coin N-E, ou le fond marin presente 

une variabilite tres marquee On a done obtenu 

des valeurs plutot inattendues comme un min

imum de 0 metre et un maximum de pres de 

50 metres. Cette methode qui tient compte 

de la pente devrait done etre utilisee avec pru

dence et devrait etre simplement evitee dans 

un cadre d'hydrographie legale puisqu' elle four

nit des profondeurs qui n' existent pas et qui 

peuvent amener un faux sentiment de secu

rite. La methode Voronoi sans ajout de !'es

timation de pente garantit un minimum 

d'interpolation egal au minimum des donnees 

de depart et un maximum d'interpolation egal 

au maximum des donnees de depart. 

Une methode de validation croisee permet

tant une appreciation des resultats de !'inter

polation basee sur la structure Voronoi est 

Type de Minimum de Maximum de Moyenne des Ecart-type des 
comparaison difference difference differences differences 

Krigeage ponctuel- -1.55 m 1.82 m 0.003m 0.079 m 
Voronoi simple 

Secteur 1 

Krigeage ponctuel -4.48m 2.35m 0.004 m 0.133m 
-Voronoi simple 

Secteur 2 

Tableau 5. Comparaison des differentes interpolations retenues entre-elles pour lt::s deux secteurs. 

Profondaur (dm) 

-190.00 

-200.00 

-210.00 

Figure 11. Interpolation Voronoi simple pour le secteur 1. 

presentement en developpement au Centre 

de recherches en geomatique de l'Universite 

Laval. Son fonctionnement sera similaire a 
celui de la methode utillisee dans le logiciel 

GS+ pour le Krigeage. 

En ce qui a trait au Krigeage, les methodes 

ponctuelles et par blocs ont ete testees. En 

effet, on peut avoir differents points de vue sur 

ce que represente une mesure de profondeur 

: un point ou une surface representee par l'ern

preinte du sondeur sur le fond. Entre les deux 

methodes, il n'y a pratiquement pas eu de dif

ference pour les secteurs interpoles. La meth

ode ponctuelle a ete retenue pour les 

comparaisons avec la methode Voronoi. 

Pour le secteur 1, la methode de validation 

croisee a donne un coefficient de regression 

linearre de 0.91. Pour le secteur 2, le coefficient 

de regression lineaire fut de 0.96. 

Ayant les resultats de chacune des methodes, 

il serait ensuite interessant de voir les differences 

qu' elles presentent entre elles. Premierement, 

en visualisant les figures 11 et 12, no us pou

vons voir que le Krigeage produit une surface 

plus lisse que le Voronoi. Cela est du au fait 

que le Krigeage utilise un voisinage d'inter

polation en general plus grand que le Voronoi. 

En consultant les tableaux 3 et 4, on peut voir 

que pour le secteur 1, le Krigeage et le Voronoi 

donnent des valeurs quasi identiques entre

eux et par rapport aux parametres des don

nees originales, les differences n'etant pas 

significatives face a la precision des sondeurs 

eux-memes. Pour le secteur 2, !'interpola

tion a donne des resultats differents des valeurs 

des donnees originales. Cependant, toutes les 

methodes ont donne sensiblement les memes 

valeurs entre-elles, pour chacun des parametres. 

Les differentes methodes semblent done fournir 

des resultats comparables. 

Le tableau 5 montre plus concretement les dif

ferences obtenues entre chacune des meth

odes retenues. On peut constater qu'en 

moyenne, les differences sont negligeables par 

rapport a la precision des mesures. Les ecarts 

les plus grands sont situes dans les zones ou 

l'on retrouve une grande variabilite de pro-
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Profondeur (dm) unique. Contrairement au Krigeage, le Voronoi 

ne necessite aucune modelisation interrnedi

aire; c'est une methode directe et meme les 

utilisateurs inexperimentes peuvent l'utiliser 

sans erreur. La demarche du Voronoi est uni

verselle, c'est-a-dire qu'elle est applicable sans 

modification a tousles ensembles de donnees, 

il n'y a aucun test ou ajustement prelimi

naire. Elle est done plus rapide et operationnelle. 

Figure 12. Interpolation par Krigeage ponctuel pour le secteur 1. 

De plus, le Voronoi resoud plusieurs des prob

lemes courants causes par le choix d'un voisi

nage optimal pour finterpolation. Le voisinage 

est determine de maniere geometrique et ne 

depend que de la position relative des objets. 

Pour chaque objet, il n' existe qu'un seul voisi

nage possible. On n'a done pas a se preoc

cuper du rayon de voisinage, de la densite des 

donnees et du nombre minimal ou maximal 

de voisins necessaires. 

fondeur. Les figures suivantes permettent, pour 

le secteur 1, de visualiser les similitudes entre 

les resultats obtenus des deux methodes. 

Conclusion 
Comme nous ravons vu ala section de fanalyse, 

la methode Voronoi avec estimation de pente 

peut parfois amener des valeurs interpolees 

erronnees lorsque la variable a estimer est insta

ble. Elle donne des resultats optimaux lorsque 

la variable est plutot lisse, sans pies ni failles. 

Comme on ne connait rien de la surface que 

l' on mod elise, il serait done conseille, pour un 

cas critique comme celui de l'hydrographie 

legale, d'utiliser la methode simple afin de ne 

pas introduire de biais dans les valeurs et ainsi 

Remerciements 

conserver la notion de securite qui est essen

tielle pour la navigation. 

Ensuite, nous constatons que les methodes 

d'interpolation Krigeage et Voronoi ne presen

tentpas de differences appreciables, en moyenne, 

dans le cas des secteurs d'interpolation choi

sis. On pourrait done utiliser l'une ou ['autre, 

pour resoudre les problemes de densification. 

Cette conclusion va dans le meme sens que 

celle tiree concernant des donnees 

oceanographiques therrniques [Nadeau 1994]. 

La methode d'interpolation Voronoi presente 

des avantages concernant son application. 

Comme le diagramme Voronoi est unique 

pour chaque ensemble de donnees, !'interpo

lation Voronoi presente aussi une solution 

Concernant l' evaluation statistique, cependant, 

seulle Krigeage permet une estimation des 

erreurs d'interpolationjusqu'a present. Cette 

estimation des erreurs est utile pour qualifier 

statistiquement le sondage au niveau de la sku

rite [Kielland and Dagbert 1992]. Cela est 

un moyen de contoler la qualite des donnees. 

Lors de futurs travaux, nous voudrions pou

voir comparer les resultats des interpolations 

avec un type de verite-terrain determinee. 

Nous aurions alors une idee quantitative de la 

valeur de chacune de ces methodes. 
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award bourse 
THE CHA AWARD FOR DESERVING STUDENTS 
LA BOURSE L' ACH POUR LES ETUDIANT MERITANTS 

Rules for eligibility: 
1. The applicant must be a full time student registered in an accred

ited survey science program (the program must have a 
Geographic Information System, Cartographic, Land or 
Hydrographic Survey components) in a university or technological 
college anywhere in Canada. The Administrator of the Award pro
gram will determine the eligibility of the program. 

2. The award will be available only to students who are in their sec
ond year of study in the degree or diploma program that conforms 
to the basic subject topic . The applicant will be required to sub
mit a transcript of his/her first year marks at the time of applica
tion. The marks must indicate an upper level standing in the 
class and an average 70% in the subjects taken. 

3. The award will be presented to an applicant who can demonstrate 
a bona fide financial need, coupled with an above average acade
mic performance as stated above. 

4. The value of the award is $2,000. 

5. The Applicant will be required to write a short paragraph explain
ing his/her financial need in a clear, concise, manner on the 
application form. 

6. The applicant must submit one letter of reference from an official 
of the university or college at which the applicant spent the previ
ous year. This letter of reference must include the address and 
phone number of the official. 

7. The award applications wil l be submitted to the Adminstrator of 
Canadian Hydrographic Association Award Program by the end of 
June to the following address: 

Barry M. Lusk, Manager 
Canadian Hydrographic Association Award Program 
4719 Amblewood Dr. 
Victoria, BC V8Y 2S2 
Phone: (250) 658-1836 

8. Each year, in July, an individual , who meets the qualifications and 
deadline will be chosen from the list of applications received . The 
award will be given to the successful applicant during the first 
week of August so that he/she may reasonably plan their next 
financial school year. 

9. The successful applicant wi ll be issued with a special Canadian 
Hydrographic Association certificate, duly framed, at the time the 
award is made. A duplicate certificate will be hung in the CHA 
offices. 

10. The successful applicant's letter of appreciation wi ll be published 
in our next issue of our professional journal "Lighthouse". 

11. An individual student may receive the award once only. 
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Criteres d'admissibilite: 
1. Le candidat do it etre un etudiant inscrit a temps complet dans 

une universite ou un college canadien a un programme de sci

ences qui inclut les systemes d'information georeterencee, les 

leves hydrographiques ou terrestres. L'administrateur de Ia 

bourse determinera l'eligibilite du programme d'etudes. 

2. La bourse s'adresse aux etudiants qui seront a leur deuxieme 

annee d'etude respectant les sujets de base . Le candidat doit 

soumettre une copie de son releve de notes de sa premiere 

annee avec sa demande. Les notes doivent etre superieures a Ia 

moyenne et avoir une moyenne de 70% dans les sujets suivis. 

3. La bourse est remise au candidat qui, de bonne foi, demontre 

des besoins financiers et qui respecte les performances 

academiques exigees ci-haut. 

4. La valeur de Ia bourse est de 2000 $. 

5. Le candid at doit ecrire un court texte, clair et concis, decrivant 

ses besoins financiers sur le formulaire de Ia demande. 

6. Le candidat doit soumettre une lettre de reference d'un officiel 

de l'universite ou du college ou il a suivi son cours. Cette lettre 

de reference doit inclure l'adresse et le numero de telephone de 

l'officiel. 

7. Les demandes doivent etre soumise a l'administrateur de Ia 

bourse Association canadienne d'hydrographie pour Ia fin du 

mois de juin a l'adresse suivante: 

Barry M. Lusk, Administrateur 
Bourse Association canadienne d'hydrographie 
4719 Amblewood Dr. 
Victoria (Colombie-Britannique) V8Y 2S2 
Telephone: (250) 658-1836 

8. Le recipiendaire est determine en juillet parmi les demandes 

recues qui rencontrent les exigences et les delais. La bourse est 

remise durant le premiere semaine d'aoOt afin de permettre au 

recipiendaire de planifier financierement son an nee scolaire. 

9. Le recipiendaire recoit un certificat encadre de !'Association 

canadienne d'hydrographie dont un duplicata est suspendu a leur 

bureau. 

10. Une lettre d'appreciation du recipiendaire est publiee dans !'edi

tion suivante de notre revue professionnel "Lighthouse". 

11. L'etudiant recipiendaire peut recevoir Ia bourse qu'une seule 

fois. 



THE CANADA-MALAYSIA 
Hydrographic ConnegjQnh 
Introduction 
The Canadian Hydrographic Association ( CHA) effort in Malaysia has 

been described at length in Lighthouse (Autumn 1991, Edition 44) by 

myself, by Barry Luskin a short report (Autumn 1996, Edition 54), and 

in a brief summary by myself in the January, 1997 edition of the 

Hydrographic Journal Perhaps more than enough coverage not to war

rant further attention! 

However, the President of CHA has requested an updated article on 

the CHA/CIDA (Canadian International Development Agency) 

Malaysia Hydrographic Project and, after some reflection, I intend to 

do just that. After all, a lot of interesting things have happened since 

1991, and after enduring some stress and strain, much success has attend

ed our endeavours. 

A Snapshot Review of Events until 1992 
The Canadian-Malaysian Hydrographic Connection commenced in 

197 4 with a visit to Malaysia by the author. That visit led to close coop

eration between Captain Goh, of the Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN) 

Hydrographic Department, and Canada, which led to Malaysian par

ticipation in the 1979 First International Hydrographic Technical 

Conference in Ottawa. This was followed by participation in the 

Federation Intemationale des Geometres (FIG) Congress in Montreux, 

Switzerland in 1981, where the author was Chairman of the Hydrographic 

Commission of FIG. 

The Canadian Institute of Surveying (CIS), together with the Institute 

of Surveyors Malaysia (ISM), CIDA, and the financial and resource sup

port of Malaysian Government agencies, developed a training project 

that was approved for 1985 to 1987. Malaysians were trained in Canada 

in Delineation of Maritime Boundaries, Tidal Studies, Hydro I, Category 

B (Cat. B) equivalent, and in Carta I (RMN funded). Meanwhile in 

Malaysia, CHA provided Tidal, Marine Cartographic, and Delineation 

of Maritime Boundaries experts to advise Malaysian agencies. Finally, 

a CHA expert conducted and coordinated a Hydro I (Cat. B equiva

lent), in concert with the ISM. 

This was followed in 1988-91 by a second phase of hydrographic train

ing, now administered by the CHA, but in consultation with the ISM. 

Training was provided to Malaysians, in Marine Cartography at CHS 

facilities in Ottawa, Burlington and Victoria, in Delineation of Maritime 

Boundaries at the University of Toronto, and in Oceanographic Studies 

at the Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) in Ottawa and 

Victoria. Also, a Malaysian Senior Officer took part in a study of the 

Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS) Cartographic Management 

System in Ottawa and Burlington. 

Meanwhile, in Malaysia, a CHA expert in Tides and Currents advised 

the Directorate of National Surveys and Mapping (DNSM) on tidal 

studies, while CHA experts coordinated and conducted a Hydro I 

course (Cat B equivalent) at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), with 

UTM and ISM support. This was followed by a shorter Hydro ll course, 

Category A (Cat. A) equivalent. A project summary of the years 1985 

to 1992, revealed: 

• 19 Malaysians were trained to Cat B equivalent standards in 
Malaysia 

• 13 Malaysians were trained to Cat. A equivalent standards in 
Malaysia 

• 3 Malaysians were trained to Cat. B equivalent standards in 
Canada 

• 9 Malaysians were trained to Carta I standards in Canada 

• 4 Malaysians were trained in Delineation of Maritime 
Boundaries in Canada 

• 1 Malaysian was trained in Oceanographic Studies in Canada 

• 1 Malaysian was trained in Tidal Studies in Canada 

• 1 Malaysian was trained in the CHS Cartographic Data 
Management System in Canada 

• 3 CHA experts provided Hydro I training in Malaysia 

• 2 CHA experts provided Tidal Studies training and advice in 
Malaysia 

• 1 CHA expert provided Marine Cartographic Training and 
advice in Malaysia 

Most of the Malaysians who undertook training provided by the Project 

were then deployed in hydrographic activities, either in Malaysian 

Government agencies or in the private sector. 

1992 Market Study of Malaysian 
Hydrographic Training Requirements 
In early 1991, with the CIDA-approved project nearing its termination, 

a preliminary questionnaire was developed by CHA to determine 

whether there was a continuing need for Hydrographic Surveying 

Training in Malaysia. This questionnaire was distributed to 32 agencies 
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and companies deemed to be involved in hydrographic surveying activ

ities in Malaysia. Twelve responses were received, indicating a need for 

further hydrographic surveying training, but with conflicting ideas about 

course content and duration. 

It was obvious that a full and complete market study, with detailed inter

views, would be required to fully develop a perception of short and 

long-term needs, in order to meet present and future market growth 

in Malaysia. CIDA and interested Malaysian agencies approved such a 

market study. The study commenced with the development and design 

of a more comprehensive questionnaire and a supporting document 

outlining the previous hydrographic training endeavours in Malaysia 

and the need for adequate response from the recipients of the ques

tionnaire. The opportunity to contribute to the development of a nation

al hydrographic capability with personal input, personal experience, 

and forthright opinion was emphasized. 

The draft questionnaire and supporting outline were constructed in 

Canada in November and December 1991. The draft was approved 

in Malaysia with minor modifications, and the Chairman of the National 

Hydrographic Committee sent the questionnaire and supporting 

outline, under his signature, to all94 recipients in early January, 1992. 

The National Hydrographic Committee was the official focal point for 

return of the questionnaire, en route to the project manager. Sixty-one 

questionnaires were received by the author and 39 key players were 

interviewed in depth. The questionnaires were then processed in Canada, 

with the data report and summary completed in early April, 1992. 

Data Report Summary Highlights 
• 59 of the 61 respondents (96%) indicated a need for additional 

hydrographic surveying training courses in Malaysia. 

• 45 of the 61 respondents (74%) indicated a requirement for a 
permanent Hydrographic Training Centre to be established in 
Malaysia. 

The demand for Cat. A, Cat. B and Workshops/Seminars was three 

times as great as the perceived need for a Bachelor of Technologist 

Degree in Hydrographic Surveying. 

Category A Equivalent 
• 39 respondents (64%) indicated FIG/IHO (International 

Hydrographic Organization) Cat. A equivalent courses were 
needed. 

• 7 out of 39 respondents (11 %) indicated that they would send 1 
to 3 surveyors to a Cat. A course if it were held each year 

• 11 respondents out of39 (28%) indicated that they would send 
1 to 3 surveyors to a Cat. A course if it were held every second 
year. 

• 4 respondents out of 39 (10%) indicated that they would send 1 
to 3 surveyors to a Cat A course if it were held every third year. 
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The foregoing indicated enough potential demand to run a Cat. A 

course every year. 56% of respondents suggested a Cat. A course last

ing 3 to 6 months, with 15% in favour of a year-long course. Minimum 

entry requirements: 

Degree/ diploma in Surveying 

Cat. B equivalent 

(23%) 

(33%) 

Cat. B equivalent and experience (18%) 

28 of the respondents (78%) wanted a Cat. A with both field and class

room work. 

Category B Equivalent 
• 36 respondents (59%) indicated FIG/IHO Cat. B courses 

were needed. 

• 12 respondents out of 36 (33%) indicated that they would send 
1 to 3 surveyors to a Cat. B course if it were held each year. 

• 7 respondents out of36 (19%) indicated that they would send 1 
to 3 surveyors to a Cat. B course if it were held every second 
year. 

• 2 respondents out of 36 ( 6%) indicated that they would send 1 
to 3 surveyors to a Cat. B Course if it were held every third year. 

Clearly, the foregoing indicated enough response to run two Cat. B 

courses each year. 56% of the 36 respondents suggested a Cat. B course 

lasting 6 months, with 31% in favour ofless than 6 months and 14% 

in favour of a one to two year course. Minimum entry requirements: 

Degree/ diploma in Surveying 

2-6 years experience in Hydrographic Surveying 

(39%) 

(19%) 

33 of the respondents (94%) wanted a Cat. B with both field and 

classroom work. 

·Workshops and Seminars 
• 35 of 61 respondents (57%) indicated workshops and seminars 

were required. 

• 34 of 61 respondents (56%) noted that they should be offered 
each year. 

• 37 of 61 respondents (59%) indicated support for workshops 
and seminars of one week duration. 

Recommendations 
That the Government of Malaysia take immediate steps to imple

ment plans to establish a permanent Hydrographic Training Centre 

(HTC). 

That Malaysian Nautical Institute (ALAM) be further examined as a 

possible location for the permanent Hydrographic Training Centre. If 

there are no insurmountable barriers to a positive decision, UfM instruc

tors and equipment could provide the core expertise at ALAM to move 



the HTC quickly into an effective role. 

That urMJohor Bahru become the HTC if ALAM is considered unsuit

able. However, linkage with ALAM should be part of the agreement 

in order that the concerns of the entire maritime community be addressed 

That Cat. A and Cat. B courses, as well as workshops/ seminars, form 

the main thrust of the HTC, with longer-term consideration being given 

to more academic qualification. 

That the RMN Hydrographic Directorate be an integral part of the 

establishment and development of the HTC, and utilize its expertise to 

train its Officer/Surveyors, and perhaps eventually its Survey Ratings. 

That the differing needs of the Hydrographic (Nautical Charting) 

Surveyor and the Offshore (Hydrocarbon Exploration) Surveyor be 

served through a modular system. 

That the Government of Malaysia approach the Canadian International 

Development Agency with a view to assisting in the establishment of 

the HTC. This approach should not rule out a coordinated approach 

to various international bodies, for specific and specialist assistance, 

through the FIG /IH 0 Technical Assistance Coordination Committee 

(TACC). 

That the Canadian Hydrographic Association be approached to 

assist in the roles of coordination, consulting and management of an 

HTC project, embracing Malaysian Agencies, CIDA and TACC. 

The Malaysian Hydrographic Committee endorsed the CHA/CIDA 

market study report, and proposed that the RMN Hydrographic 

Directorate pursue these matters, with the UTM/ISM and other rele

vant parties. 

The market study report was also endorsed by the ISM council. 

UTM advised the National Hydrographic committee that, through the 

EPU (Economic Planning Unit) of the Government of Malaysia, they 

would approach the CIDA office in Kuala Lumpur, re: assistance in 

. establishing a permanent Hydrographic Training Centre. Everything 

.looked rosy - success was at hand!!! 

Canada and the Malaysia Hydrographic 
Training Project 1992 - 1998 
What followed the market study report was a long, drawn-out, frus

trating experience. First of all, UTM made slow headway in persuad

ing the EPU that an official approach to CIDA for assistance was in 

Malaysia's interest. Secondly, CIDA was experiencing large cutbacks 

in funding, and our project was deemed too large a commitment ($3.0M 

over a five-year period, to cover management of the project, key instruc

tion in Malaysia, "state of the art" equipment, and specialist training in 

Canada for Malaysian instructors). The proposed Malaysian contri

bution was $5.0M to cover costs of facilities, vessels, repair and tech

nical maintenance, student accommodation, and maintenance. Also, 

Malaysia's G DP was fast elevating it to the status of Lending Developing 

Country (LDC), which meant that CIDA was engaged in scaling back 

activities in Malaysia. 

By 1994, our original estimate of aid requirement had been cut to the 

bone, from $3.0M to $400K, in an attempt to keep a dialogue going 

between CIDA and CHA. We received bridge funding of $72K to sup

port two Malaysian instructors from UTM for a four-month exposure, 

in Canada, to the latest Canadian Hydrographic Teaching methodol

ogy and systems, and assistance in preparing a UTM submission to the 

FIG/IHO Standards of Hydrographic Competence Board for Cat. B 

accreditation. The Malaysian leader was Mohd Razali Mahmud, the 

newly-appointed Director of the UTM Centre for Hydrographic Studies, 

accompanied by Usmuni Din. The assignment commenced in early 

June at the University of New Brunswick (UNB), and was followed by 

shorter periods of instruction at Universal Systems Ltd. (Fredericton), 

Offshore Systems Ltd. (Vancouver), the Canadian Hydrographic Service, 

CSS Pender at Bella Bella, Quester Tangent Corporation (Sidney), and 

the Institute of Ocean Sciences (Sidney), and was completed in late 

September, 1994. 

CIDA approval for the remaining $400K was received in July, 1994, 

and an ISAH/Hydas/ Caris system was purchased and installed at UTM 

in early 1995. 

The FIG/IHO Accreditation Board met with UTM in March, 1995 

and approved the Centre for Hydrographic Studies' Cat. B submission. 

CHA provided technical advice prior to the accreditation submission 

and, as required, at the actual accreditation review. 

The first, fully accredited Cat. B course, scheduled for commencement 

in June, 1995, was postponed to December, 1995 due to UTM corpo

rate structure changes. Unfortunately, the delay led to the loss of the 

Director, Centre for Hydrographic Studies, on a Ph.D. assignment in 

the UK. This loss affected the coordination and delivery of the course, 

at a time when the only possible substitute leader was in Canada, at 

UNB, on a Hydrographic Surveying sabbatical. Nevertheless, with some 

juggling, the course was completed in May, 1996, with six successful 

students. The awards ceremony was attended by the Canadian High 

Commissioner, John Bell. Canadian CHA lecturers were Dave Wells, 

Hydrographic Surveys (HS), and Ken McMillan, Hydrographic Ports 

and Harbours (HP). 

A second, UTM Cat. B, internationally accredited course followed, 

April14 to Sept.28, 1997, with six successful students again--this time 

with the first, female graduate, a lady surveyor from Brunei The Certificate 

Award Ceremony was held in the VIP Room, Sultan Iskandar Hall, 

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, with speeches by Mr. Razali Ahmad, 

Chairman of the Project Advisory Committee, Ms. Ann Pollack, act

ing for the Canadian High Commissioner, who conducted the awards, 

and a closing speech by Professor Dr. Zainal Abidin Ahmad, Deputy 
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Vice Chancellor of the University. The course was redesigned some

what from the first Cat. B, to take advantage of the synergy between 

various lectures and lecturers, particularly between Dave Wells, 

CHA, with HS2 and Ken McMillan, HP2. Several meetings of the Project 

Advisory Committee also enhanced project design and delivery. 

The third, Hydro I (Cat. B), internationally accredited course, at 

UTMJohor Bahru, commenced on April20,1998, and was completed 

on October 3, 1998. Planning for the course took place in Malaysia and 

Canada, prior to course commencement, with the Project Advisory 

Committee meeting from time to time to provide guidance, where 

appropriate, to the Dean of Geoinformation Science & Engineering 

(Dr. Ayob) and to the Director, Encik Shahlan, of the Centre for 

Hydrographic Studies at UTM. 

Additional Canadian DGPS equipment was shipped to UTM to enhance 

the existing ISAH system previously supplied. Eight students completed 

the third, Hydro (Cat. B) course, and received certificates that recog

nise that the students have met the following objectives: 

"The participant, having obtained a comprehensive knowledge and skill 

ofHydrographic Surveying, should be able to undertake any Hydrographic 

Surveying project professionally and effectively". 

It should be noted that all participants were accepted for the course, 

having a University Degree in Land Surveying, or its equivalent. 

List of Students Accredited in October 1998 with the UTM FIG/IHO 

Cat. B Qualification 

Jose Ak. Galang. 

Hairil Annuar Mohd. Dari 

And. Razak Mohamed 

Abdullah H. AI-Refaie 

Abdullah M. Berain 

Koo Siew Kiang 

AllanNg. Thean Wah 

John Dominic 

Off to the survey grounds - 1998. 
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Sarawak River Board 

jurukur Teguh 

Royal Malaysian Navy 

United Arab Emirates 

United Arab Emirates 

lpoh,Perak 

Petaling]aya, Selangor 

Ganing Bintulu, Sarawak 

CHA course instruction provided lectures and protocol training in 

Hydrographic Surveys (Dr. D. Wells), and in Hydrographic Ports and 

Engineering (Mr. K. McMillan). UTM instructors covered most other 

subjects, with specialization, such as Seamanship and Navigation, being 

taught at ALAM (Malaysian Nautical Institute), Tides and Tidal theo

ry by lecturers from the RMN, and Meteorology and Physical Oceanography 

by lecturers from the Malaysian Oceanographic Community. 

The closing ceremony and certificate presentation for the third Hydro I 

Cat. B FIG/IHO was hosted by the Vice Chancellor ofUTM, Y. 

Bhg. Datuk Dr. Ahmad Zaharudin Idrus, in the spectacular main build

ing opposite the Mosque. It was well organised and attended, and start

ed with a welcoming note by Prof. Dr. Ayob Sharif, the Dean of the 

Faculty of Geoinformation Science and Engineering. The programme 

commenced with an address by Mr. Razali Ahmad, Chairman of the 

Project Advisory Committee (PAC) and ISM representative on the 

PAC. He paid tribute to the CHA and CIDA for their support of the 

project over the years. He was followed by Mr. Tom McCulloch, 

CHA/CIDA Malaysia Hydrographic Project Manager, who reviewed 

progress over the years, and noted that the third, Hydro I (Cat B) Course 

at UTM would be CHA/CIDA's last direct involvement, as Malaysia 

was now in a position to conduct such courses entirely on its own. 

However, CHA/CIDA would continue to be involved with UTM, 

through 1999, in a cooperative effort in the planning, construction, and 

delivery of a new, Hydro II (Cat. A) course. 

The representative of the Canadian High Commissioner, Mr. Otch Von 

Finckenstein, Senior Trade Commissioner, followed. It was a witty, well

delivered speech, covering the main facts of the cooperative effort, and 

underlining the continuity of the Canada-Malaysia relationship into the 

future. He also noted the key role played by the CHA/CIDA Project 

Manager in ensuring that the project met its objectives. 

_ The final address was by the Deputy Vice Chancellor Dr. Zainal, sub

stituting for the VC., who had to leave for Kuala Lumpur on urgent 

business. He covered most of the ground already described, paid ade

quate tribute to the lecturers and the graduating students, and presented 

each student with their suitably-inscribed Certificate of Competency. 

After the closing ceremony, the visiting dignitaries, senior lecturers, and 

students were hosted to a small luncheon, followed by a press confer

ence, at which Canada, CHA, CIDA, and Canada's trade with Malaysia 

received some attention. We received coverage in the New Straits Tunes. 

A PAC meeting followed. 

Cat. A. FIG/IHO Accredited Course 
Action to assist UTM in obtaining Cat A accreditation from the FIG/IHO 

Standards of Competence Board, commenced in early 1998, with a brief 

visit to UTM by a CHA advisor, and was followed by a visit to Canada 

by Ahmad Shahlan, newly-appointed Director, Centre ofHydrographic 



Studies urM. His meetings with CHA experts, in Victoria and Fredericton, 

were designed to assist him in preparing a UTM submission for Cat. A 

accreditation, for delivery at the FIG /IH 0 meeting, scheduled for Tokyo, 

Japan, in July, 1998. 

The draft submission was reviewed by fax and e-mail, after Shahlan's 
return to Malaysia. Finally, a CHA advisor travelled to Malaysia in early 

July for last minute discussion, before travelling on to Tokyo in mid-July, 

with Shahlan, for the actual presentation to the board. 

The presentation was successful, and after minor adjustments required 

by the board, urM is in a position to run its first, Hydro ll Cat A FIG/IHO 

accredited course in 1999. The syllabus was determined in November, 

1998, with promotion of the course commencing in January 1999 in 

Malaysia, and with other countries in the region expressing an interest. 

The course was plarmed to commence July 5, and terminate on November 

13,1999. 

It was anticipated that CHA instructors would be required for the 

HS and HP modules, as well as a new course on Essentials of Data 

Management. It was also anticipated that CHA expert advice and con

sultation would be needed until course completion. 

In addition to providing the CHA instructors for the Cat. B course, 

CHA members Lusk, Pugh, and McCulloch, carried out the direction 

planning and administration of the Project, for both Cat. B and Cat. A. 

On October 6, 1998, the Project Manager was greatly honoured, by the 

ISM, in receiving a certificate at a formal dinner, appointing him an 

Honorary Fellow of the Institute, for his contribution to the develop

ment of formal Hydrographic Surveying Education and Training in 

Malaysia. It should be noted that this is only the seventh, honorary 

fellowship awarded in thirty-five years. The award was accepted, not 

only personally by the recipient, but also in the name of the CHA 

and CANADA. 

Dato Abdul Majid Mohd, Director General Malaysian national Survey & 
Mapping Directorate presenting Tom McCulloch with the ISM Certificate 
appointing him an honorary fellw. 

As stated in my 1991 paper, the success of the project owes much to 

the interest and involvement of our Malaysian counterparts, particu

larly to the early efforts ofKho Boo Khian, Goh Siew Cheong, Tuan 

Baharom, Abdul Majid Mohd, and Mohd Rasip Hassan, and contin

ued by the Project Advisory Committee, headed by Razali Ahmad, 

together with members Mohd Rasip Hassan, Abdul Majid Mohd, Ayob 

Sharif, and Teo Chee Hai. The Cat. B course was designed by Mohd 

Razali, and the new Cat. A., by Ahmad Shahlan Mardi. 

To all the Malaysians and Canadians who made the project a worthy 

venture, my sincere thanks. 
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INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN HYDROGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION 

Membership in the Canadian Hydrographic Association is open to 

anyone interested in maintaining a link with hydrography in Canada. 

People who live or work in other countries or who are not conve

niently located to existing 

1999 International Members of the 
Canadian Hydrographic Association 

CHA branches can become international members with the same 

rights and privileges as other members. 

As authorized under the CHA by-laws, the National President has 

arranged for Central Branch to continue administering the 

International section of the CHA membership. Under this arrange

ment we endeavour to ensure that all international members receive 

the same level of service. International members may also join the 

branch of their choice. 

International Membership is $30.00 (Canadian) per year, or the 

equivalent in Sterling or US currency. This includes a personal 

membership certificate suitable for framing along with annual 

update seals as well as copies of our journal Lighthouse each spring 

and fall. 

Each internatioanl member also receives the Central Branch 

Newsletter. This helps our far-flung members keep in touch between 

issues of our journal and also offers a forum for members to share 

views and concerns. 

Commander Larry Robbins of the Royal New Zealand Navy is our 

international correspondent for the Newsletter and writes a regular 

column with items of interest to international members. Drop snip

pets of news to him at: 42 Knights Rd., Rothesay Bay, Auckland 

1310, New Zealand, TeVFax (+64) 9 410 2626. All scraps are very 

welcome! And if you have special news or views you are most wel

come to write something longer for the newsletter or Lighthouse. 

Letters to the Editor are also welcome. 

Reha Metin Alkan 

Capt. F. Angelini (ltN) 

Peter Barr 

Geunter Bellach 

Fosco Bianchetti 

Giuseppe Biscontin geom 

Gary Chisholm 

Luis Leal de Faria 

James P. Detar 

Ron Dreyer 

Nick Emerson 

Randall J. Franchuk 

Ronald Furness 

George Goldsteen 

Adam J. Kerr 

Karl Kieninger 

Peter Knight 

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 

Charles David Meador 

Rear Admiral Steve Ritchie (Retid) 

Cdr. Larry Robbins 

Reid Sandford Ill 

. Paul Sanson 

Kevin Smith 

HINTS TO AUTHORS 
Lighthouse publishes material covering all aspects of hydrography. 

Authors submitting manuscripts should bear the following points in mind: 

Turkey 

Italy 

Australia 

Thailand 

Italy 

Italy 

New Zealand 

Portugal 

Italy 

West Indies 

Hong Kong 

U.S.A. 

Australia 

Australia 

United Kingdom 

U.S.A. 

New Zealand 

Malaysia 

U.S.A. 

Scotland 

New Zealand 

U.S.A. 

France 

New Zealand 

1. A hardcopy {including tables, legends for figures and a list of references) on A4 size paper should be submitted. An abstract and 

autho info should also be included. 

2. It is possible to submit papers on 3.5" floppy discs formatted for either PC or Mac. Ascii, WordPerfect and Word files are among 

those accepted. Digital files may be e-mailed to herront@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 

3 Papers should be in either French or English and will be published without translation. 

4 Illustrations should be sent flat and should be prepared with due consideration to probable reductions to page or column width. 
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SUSTAINING MEMBERS / MEMBRES DE SOUTIEN 

Sustaining membership allows companies closely linked with the 

hydrographic field to become more involved with the activities of 

the CHA and to maintain closer contact with users of their prod

ucts. Through LIGHTHOUSE these Sustaining Members are also 

able to reach a world-wide hydrographic audience. The benefits of 

Sustaining Membership include: 

- a certificate suitable for framing; 

- three copies of each issue of Lighthouse; 

- copies of the local Branch newsletters, where available; 

- an invitation to participate in CHA seminars; 

- an annual listing in Lighthouse; 

- an annual250 word description in Lighthouse; and 

- discounted advertising rates in Lighthouse. 

Annual dues for CHA Sustaining Membership are $150.00 

(Canadian). Current Sustaining Members are listed below. 

Aanderaa Instruments Ltd. 
100- 4243 Glanford Avenue 

Victoria, British Columbia 

Canada V8Z 4B9 Fax: (250) 479-6588 

contact: Gail Gabel (affiliation- CHA Pacific Branch) 

Garde c6tiere canadienne 
104 rue Dalhousie, Suite 311 

Quebec, Quebec 

Canada G1K 4B8 Telec: (418) 648-4236 

contact: Claude Duval (affiliation- ACH Section du Quebec) 

l'lnstitut maritime du Quebec 
53 St-Germain Ouest 

Rimouski, Quebec 

Canada G5L 4B4 Telec: (418) 724-0606 

contact: Claude Jean (affiliation- ACH Section du Quebec) 

NovAtel Communications Ltd. 
1120-68 Ave. N.E. 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada T2E 8S5 Fax: (403) 295-0230 

contact: Art Silver (affiliation- CHA Central Branch) 

Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech Systems Ltd. 
202 Brownlow Avenue 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 

Canada B3B 1 T5 Fax: (902) 468-2217 

contact: John Gillis (affiliation- CHA Central Branch) 

Terra Remote Sensing 

1962 Mills Road, 

Sidney, British Columbia 

Canada V8L 3S1 Fax: (250) 656-4604 

contact: Rick Quinn (affiliation- CHA Pacific Branch) 

L'lnstitut maritime du Quebec 
Du 20 juin au 10 aout 1997, de 9 h a 17 h, du mercredi au dirnanche, 

les personnes interessees pourront effectuer une visite guidee d'une 

dun~e d'une heure de l'lnstitut maritime du Quebec et visiter !'expo

sition Les Machines a explorer Ia mer, d'hier a aujourd'hui. 

L'lnstitut maritime du Quebec, sa Fondation et Ia Corporation du 

Musee de lamer de Pointe-au-Pere unissent leurs efforts pour offrir 

aux visiteurs, que l'on attend nombreux dans Ia region cet ete, et 

aussi a Ia population en generaL Ia possibilite de decouvrir avec un 

guide l'lnstitut, ses laboratoires, ses ateliers, ses sirnulateurs de naviga

tion au radar et de salle des machines. De plus, c'est avec beaucoup 

d'interet qu'ills pourront visiter !'exposition Les machines a explorer 

Ia mer, d'hier a aujourd'hui, au Centre de formation en plongee pro

fessionnelle de l'lnstitut. Celle-d regroupe plusieurs maquettes 

grandeur reelle de machines anciennes con<;ues pour explorer, par

fois avec plus ou moins de succes, le fond de l'ocean, des appareils et 

des equipements de plongee modemes: scaphandre rigide articule, 

sous-marin d'observation. Les visiteurs pourront aussi assister a des 

activites dans le bassin de plongee du Centre de formation en 

plongee professionnelle. 

La tenue de ces activites est facilitee par une subvention de 

Developpement ressources humaines Canada, dans le cadre du pro

gramme Placement Carriere-Ete 1997. 

L'admission 
Les visiteurs devront debourser 2 $ pour une visite guidee et 3 $ 

pour !'exposition Les machines a explorer Ia mer, les enfants de 

moins de 12 ans, 1 $pour Ia visite et 1,50$ pour l'exposition. Pour 

toutes les activites, un adulte deboursera 4,50 $ et un enfant 2 $. Les 

groupes de 15 personnes et plus pourront profiter d'un rabais de 

20% sur les tarifs reguliers. 
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News from Industty 
ustrie 

Simrad Horton, Norway 

In September, 1998, Kongsberg Sirnrad announced the receipt of orders 
from the German Waterways Authority (WSD) for three Kongsberg 
Simrad EM 3000 dual- head multibeam echo sounders. 

The systems are complete survey packages with integrated Neptune 
post processing and Cfloor terrain modeling software. Each system has 
the necessary external sensors such as the Trimble RTKJGPS high preci
sion positioning receiver. 

The systems are intended for hydrographic surveys of German water
ways. 

Kongsberg Simard also announced, in October, 1998, that they received 
orders for two more Kongsberg Simrad EM 3000 multibeam echo 
sounders. One of these is to be installed aboard Deeprock's fall-pipe ves
sel "Seashorse". DEEPROCK is a joint venture of Royal Boskalis 
Westminster NV and Tideway. 

The second new EM 3000 system has been installed aboard the survey 
vessel "Ans". 'Ans" came to Europe after completing several surveys in 
the Far East. 

Boskalis now has a total of six Kongsberg Sirnrad multibeam echo 
sounder systems operating on various vessels. 

Kongsberg Sirnrad also received an order for an EM 3000 single head 
system from GKSS in Hamberg, Germany. GKSS is one of Germany's 
16 National Research Centres. 

For further information contact: 
Tor Erik Sorensen, Sales and Marketing Director, Kongsherg Simrad 
Telephone: +47 32 86 50 00 I 90 52 39 88 Fax: +47 32 73 60 59 
"Wehsite: www.kongsherg-simradcom 

L-3 Communications 
SeaBeam Instruments 
E. Walpole, Massachusetts, USA 

L-3 Communications Corporation has recendy acquired 
SeaBeam Instruments, a long time leader in the design and 
manufacture of wide swath ocean survey sonar systems. 

The acquisition of SeaBeam Instruments further strength
ens an existing teaming alliance established in 1995 between 
SeaBeam and another L-3 Communications company, 
ELAC Nautik ofKiel, Germany. ELAC is a leading provider 
worldwide of shallow water multibeam survey systems. 

SeaBeam Instruments will now be known as L-3 
Communications SeaBeam Instruments and will operate as 
a separate business unit of the L-3 Communications 
Corporation, in close cooperation with L-3 
Communications ELAC Nautik. 

For further information contact: 

Hugh Murphy 
L-3 Communications SeaBeam Instruments 
Telephone: 508-660-6611 
E-Mail: mkt@seaheam.com "Wehsite.www.seaheam.com 

or 

Michael Schulz 
L-3 Communications ELAC Nautik GmhH 
Telephone: ++49 431-883-267 
E-Mail: marketing@elac-nautik.com 
"Wehsite: www.elac-nautik.com 

NetSea Inc. 
Pocasset, Massachusetts, USA 

NetSea Inc. is pleased to announce the 

launching of it's new MaxSea navigator soft

ware version 7.3 with enhanced graphics and 

chart displays in millions of colors. Featuring 

an intuitive tool palette and its own True 

View chart technology, MaxSea offers trip 

planning, GPS navigation, course tracking 

and a host of other functions. 

MaxSea Navigator is able to display any kind 

of raster and vector charts, including the 

poplars ARCS (British Admiralty), 

Mapmedia (raster charts from mainly all the 

European Hydrographic Offices), Maptech 

ChartKit (BSB from NOAA, NDI from the 

Canadian Hydrographic Office), Map Tech 

ChartPack, and C - Map CM93 vector charts. 

ier, more powerful navigation. The MaxSea 

brand of navigation software is used by over 

4,000 boaters around the world 

For further information contact: 

Fred Pryor, NetSea Inc. 

Telephone: 508-790-9797 

Fax: 580-790-8787 
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MaxSea Navigator brings point and click sim

plicity to navigation software and enables eas-

E-Mail: maxsea@naucenter.com 

Wehsite: www.naucenter.com 
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News from Industry Nouvelles de l'industrie 

Quester Tangent Corporation 
(QTC) 

ship's echo sounder to classify the seabed. By modifYing the data 

processing and algorithms, multibeam echo sounders can be used 

for acoustic seabed classification. 
Sidney, British Columbia, Canada 

and 

Canadian Centre for Marine 
Communications (CCMC) 

QTC and CCMC anticipate a strong demand for the new multi

beam seabed classification systems particularly in applications for 

mapping, fisheries and environmental sciences, military, dredging 

and port construction .. 

St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada For further information contact: 

Quester Tangent and the Canadian Centre for Marine 

Communications are pleased to announce the launching of a joint 

venture to develop and commercialize a multibeam seabed classifica

tion system. The project builds on Quester Tangent's current single 

beam technology which captures seabed echoes generated by a 

Grace Van den Brink, Quester Tangent Corporation 
Telephone: 1-250-656-6677 E-mail:guandenhrink@questercorp.com 

or 

J David Mitchell Canadian Centre for Marine Communications 
Telephone: 1-709-579-4872 E-mail:dmitchell@ccmc.rif.ca 

Racal Tracs Limited 
Chessington, Surrey, England 

Racal is pleased to announce the launching 

of a new vessel tracking system. The system 

will provide fleet operators with reliable 

communications and cost-effective monitor

ing of vessels in even the most remote loca

tions. 

The latest addition to the Racal range of 

tracking systems, Tracs-SAT /C Marine, has 

been developed for operators who require a 

single system for the exclusive management 

of their vessels. Housed in a rugged tamper

proof container, the system uses Inmarsat-C 

satellite communications to relay position 

and status information between vessel and 

company control centre and enables com

munications to be maintained world-wide. 

Software is available which can receive input 

from onboard sensors and permits the auto

matic transmission of important vessel data 

such as engine performance, bunker levels 

and cargo condition, and enables the system 

to serve as a valuable management tool. 

For further information contact: 

Richard Nelson, Racal Tracs Limited 
Telephone: 0181391 6511 

Sonardyne International Ltd. 
Blackbushe, England 

Sonardyne International Ltd announces that it has been awarded a significant contract 

from Schlumberger Geco-Prakla for the supply of a digital SIPS 2 (Seismic Integrated 

Positioning System). The system will be used to monitor the position of seismic streamers 

from the Geco Eagle which, when it enters service, will be the world's largest seismic sur

vey vessel. 

Sonardyne International is recognized as a world leader in the design and manufacture of 

advanced acoustic instruments and systems. These are used within the offshore oil and gas 

industries for accurate survey, positioning and tracking in shallow and full ocean depth 

operations. 

For further information contact: 

David Brown, Sonardyne International 

Telephone: +44 (0) 1252 872288 Fax: +44 (0) 1252 876100 E-Mail: dpb@sonardyne.co.uk 

Triton Elics International Inc. 
Watsonville, California, USA 

Triton Elics International Inc. (TEl) is pleased to announce that the University of Hawaii's 

School of Ocean and Earth Science Technology (SO ESTI has selected TEl's lsis.!E Sonar as 

its Sonar Data Acquisition and Processing System. 

The system will be used on various research vessels, including the Kaimikai o Kanaloa. The 

Isis Sonar system is portable, and will be used primarily on leased fishing boats. 

SO EST's initial project for Isis Sonar relates to the classification of sand and gravel 

resources in offshore Oahu. 

For further information contact: 

john Tamplin, Triton Elics International 
Telephone: 408-722-7373 E-mail: Sales@tritonelics.com website: www.tritonelics.com 
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Trimble Releases Marine 
Survey Software for Windows 

Trimble's next generation of marine sur

vey software for data collection and analy

sis. The Windows(tm)-based software is an 

easy-to-use solution for hydrographic sur

veying, dredging and resource exploration. 

Designed with superior performance and 

efficiency in mind, HYDROpro allows users 

to increase productivity on even the most 

difficult marine survey projects. 

Building on a decade of development and 
industry-based experience, the HYDROpro 

combines the strengths of its predecessor

the HYDRO(tm) software- with the latest 

advances in software technology. 

HYDROpro operates on both Windows 95 

and NT It offers an easy-to-use graphical 

interface and flexible configuration allow

ing immediate gain with minimal training. 

The software supports multiple sensor inputs, 

ranging from heading sensors to tide gauges 

and echo sounders. Combined with Trimble's 

popular DGPS or RTK receivers, it provides 

precise 3D positioning in real-time. HYD ROpro 

software also uses advanced time-stamping 

for precise data synchronization. All data 

is stored in a single Microsoft Access data

base file to allow for more efficient file man-
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agement. The flexible operation of 

HYDROpro allows any number 

of vessels and guidance objects 

{lines, routes and targets) to be mon

itored from a single location or 

across a network. Background files 

can be displayed graphically to show 

position in relation to guidance 

objects, coastal features, navigation 

aids and hazard areas. 

The simple file structure and graph

ical editors allow depth and tide 

data to be filtered, edited and inte

grated more efficiently. Included 

in the HYD ROpro software are the 
post-processing and plotting mod

ules; Contour(trn), Profile(trn), Volurne(trn) 

and Digitize(tm). Together with the on

line navigation software, these modules make 

the HYDROpro software one of the most 

comprehensive hydrographic surveying pack

ages. HYDROpro is available now from 

Trimble's worldwide dealer network. 

About Trimble 
Trimble is a world leader in the emerging 

commercial markets for GPS satellite-based 

navigation, positioning and communication 

data products. The company holds more 

U.S. patents on GPS and related technolo

gy than any other organization. These prod

ucts are sold world-wide for diverse applications 

including land and hydrographic surveying; 

mapping/ GIS data acquisition; agriculture; 

military; general, corporate and commercial 

aviation; marine navigation; vehicle track

ing and communications; and mobile GPS. 

The company also manufactures and sells 

GPS engines for the OEM market. Founded 

in 1978 and located in Sunnyvale, CA, illmble 

has been a leader in providing GPS solutions 

since 1984. 

News from Industry Nouvelles de l'industrie 

TSS {UK) Ltd. 
Witney, Oxfordshire, England 

TSS in pleased to 
introduce an 
advanced new three 
axis motion sensor. 
The new dynamic 
motion sensor has 
been launched to 
combine the highest 
standards of motion 
sensitivity in a unit 
half the size of the 
company's success
ful existing DMS 
sensors. The unit is 
depth rated to 3000 
meters and is pic
tured displaying the new sensor technology 
which offers users the option of horizontal or 
vertical alignment. The unit weighs just 5 kg and 
can measure roll and pitch with accuracies from 
0.05 to ±30 degrees and heave accurate to 5 em 
through a range of± 10 meters. 

TSS is also proud to announce that Seafloor 
Surveys International of Seattle has taken delivery 
of a POS/ MV(Position and Orientation System 
for Marine Vessels) advanced integrated 
GPS/inertial navigation system. The system is 
expected to be used extensively for cable route 
surveys. 

TSS also announces that it has the potential to 
provide over $1.5 million ofPOS/ MV inertial 
navigation systems to Kongsberg Simrad. The 
systems will form part of a package to equip a 
number of US Navy Hydrographic Survey 
Launches with Kongsberg Simrad EM 3000 
multibeam echo sounders and EA 502 dual sin
gle-beam echo sounders. The TSS system boosts 
survey efficiency by permitting full use of the 
outer beams for maximum swath width surveys 
and enabling survey work to continue despite 
short GPS outages. 

For further information contact: 

TSS(UK) Ltd 

New Mill New Mill Lane 
Wz'tney, Oifordshire, OXB 5TF, England 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1993 777700 
Fax: +44 (0) 1993 777701 

website: www.tss-realworldcom 
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Canadian Hydrographic Service News 

Nouvelles du service hydrographique du Canada 
Pacific Region 
Hydrographic Surveys 

The Pender conducted a survey of Kyuquot Sound for New Chart 3677. 
Kal Czotter's team completed two field sheets, returning to lOS at the 
end of June. Peter Milner's team worked on the western half of the 
area, returning in mid-September. 

The Revisor surveyed Race Rocks and Gabriola Passage Pilot Marine 
Protected Area(s) in February and March. In May and June and into 
early July, she carried out surveys in the Sidney area for New Chart 
34 79. The Revisor was attached to the Pender survey, to assist with 
the Fair HarbourjKyuquot Sound surveys until the end of August. In 
the fal l, she surveyed Victoria Harbour, completed the Esquimalt 
Harbour project started last year and surveyed Pat Bay for DND, resur
veyed the Trial Island sandwaves for Pacific Geoscience Centre and 
performed other small projects. 

The new Tsunami gauge is up and running at Langara Island. 
Maintenance work on the Permanent Water Level Network (PWLN) 
gauges is ongoing. 

Second Narrows Project 

CHS, Vancouver Port Corporation, Sultran, and CN Rail are co-operating 

to install an acoustic system to measure water flows and heights, to 

improve knowledge of key transit times so as to better schedule ships 

and trains (CN operates a lift bridge). Many individuals and companies 

are involved: 

* in CHS, the primary individuals were Bil l Hinds (project manager), AI 

Thorn (project mechanical engineer), AI Thomson (project electronics), 

and surveyors who measured the sound speed from time to time, (and 

levelled in calibration benchmarks) 

* Depot mechanical personnel did an amazing job of constructing the 

massive support hardware 

* ASL Environmental Sciences provided the flow measuring system, 

and integrated the water measuring system 

* DFO legal people spent many hours putting in place three collabora

tive agreements with VPC, CN Rail, and Sultran 

* Financially, PERD was a major supporter, as well as the collabora

tors. CHS has contributed salary money. 

System was due to be installed mid March or mid April. 

Environmental Data Set 

Sherman Ora as and Terry Curran have been assembling a dataset for 

environmental uses- not for navigation. They extracted the low water 

shoreline (1.5 million values) and spot soundings (350,000 values) 

from charts, plus some elevations. The product is intended for the 

many users that need to place their information on a base map. The 

product would be sold through Nautical Data International. 

There was a lot of interest regionally, spearheaded by Dick Carson of 

the Oceans branch. CHS appears to have the responsibi lity. The prod

uct would be positioned in quality below the chart data, and possibly 

sell for about $1000. 

Two copies of the dataset were in evaluation by Alpha site users. Early 

comments included that the shoreline points may need to be connect

ed to be useful for some purposes. 

There is great concern about data piracy, such that the data gets into 

circulation and version control is lost. The result could be a dataset 

that no one maintains, and whose quality is unknown. 

Nautical Publications 

S-57 ENC CCG/ CHS Project 

Pacific region's S-57 production for 1998/ 99 FY consisted of 26 
charts comprising 50 ENC files. The S-57 unit was made up of five reg
ular cartographic staff and supplemented with two full-time and two 
part-time term employees funded by CCG for this project. The bulk of 
duties throughout the year consisted mainly of researching and prepar
ing NTX files to DCFS 3.0 standards prior to S-57 coding. These files 
were then contracted for coding and returned to CHS for checking. The 
checking process consists of two stages (not including the multiple 
DCFS checking) of quality assurance. Firstly the Regional QC, which for 
Pacific was performed mainly by two contractors at the HQ office, and 
then the HQ QC and subsequent release. 

Planned production for 1999-2000 was for 20 charts comprising 30 
files. With completion of Strait of Georgia charts 3440, 3441, 3442, 
3461 and 3462 this wou ld provide access to shipping routes to 
Vancouver Harbour. Also in production were new charts, 3936, 3938 
and 3939 in the Hakai Pass area, incorporating new survey informa
tion. These ENCs were planned for release at the same time as the 
new paper charts with 3935 and 3937 released in 1998 as ENCs only 
(paper to follow). 

At the completion of 1999 projects, most major shipping routes would 
have S-5 7 coverage with the exception of the central coast. Many of 
the charts in this area are outdated and require survey and/ or recom
pilation before conversion to S-57. The solution for the short term will 
be to concentrate on larger scale charts, leaving offshore navigation 
charts as Raster-only products. The Emerging Vision international ly is-
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Raster Everywhere, Vector where needed. 

For more information on current and planned products as well as an 
online catalogue see the CHS home page at http:/ ;www.chs-shc.dfo
mpo.gc.cajchs_hqjprodinfo.html 

Chart Production 

Twelve Overprints were released, as well as the Current Atlas for Juan 

de Fuca and Georgia Straits. Chapter 1 through 7 of a total eleven 

chapters of Sailing Directions were completed and sent off to HQ. 

A NE of Chart 3964, Tuck Inlet went for a limited (600) press run. The 

chart sells about 100 per year, making it a possible candidate for POD. 

Chart 3807 was released. This was a hard-conversion (metric equiva

lent of fathom contours) chart. 

Chart 3802 was reprinted without Loran-e lattices to cover the estimat

ed 2 years until NC 3800 (Dixon Entrance and Northern Hecate Strait) 

is ready to go to press. No Loran-e lattices will be printed on NC and 

NE >from now on. Mariners were being advised of this through NtM and 

ads in local marine publications. 

Dave Thornhill worked on Gunboat Passage and Klik-Tso-Atli 

(Shearwater area) insets for NC 3939 on the central coast during his 

NP assignment. He also assisted in the review of the chart format. 

Brian Wingerter went to Laurentian Region on rotational assignment. 

In exchange, Estelle Poirier worked for Pacific Region NP, presently with 

the S-57 unit. 

Griffin Passage, surveyed for the first time in 1998, is incorporated in a 

NE of Chart 3962 on NAD 83. Solid blue imperial-unit contours are 

butt-fit to the symbolised contours from the original chart. 

A patch of St. Johns Harbour was added to the compartment Chart 

3711, in NAD 83 with metric units. This is a significant change in poli

cy, since the remainder of the compartments are on NAD 27 with impe

rial units. This patch is identical to the inset on NC 3938. 

Chart 3668 was reprinted using the raster editing tools for which AI 

Schofield, Bruce Tuck, Graham Whincup and Brian Watt received train

ing in January. AI is doing the work on this one. 

The Hakai Passage series of charts (3935 -3939) is being undertaken 

on a 50-50 split between chart production and S-57 production. 

Central and Arctic Region 
The steady pace of work continues at Central and Arctic Region (C&AR) 
under the direction of Julian Goodyear. Julian was awarded the position of 
Director, Hydrography, which was vacated by the retirement of Earl Brown. 

Surveys in 1998 

A survey in Hudson Bay, under the leadership of Hydrographer in Charge 
(HIC) Jon Biggar, completed the final year of a project that was mandated 
by a multi-year Memorandum of Understanding with the government of the 
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Northwest Territories. The work focused on collecting hydrographic data 
along the western shore of Hudson Bay and the approaches to the com
munities of Arviat, Chesterfield Inlet, Coral Harbour, Rankin Inlet and 
Churchill. The Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) Griffon was used to 
support this survey. 

In the western Arctic , Pacific Region and C&ARjoined forces to undertake 
surveys in Bathurst Inlet and Melville Sound. These surveys were complet
ed by HIC Knut Lyngberg, his assistants, and with the support of the 
CCGS Nahidik. 

Also in the western Arctic hydrographic surveys in Simpson Strait were 
conducted from the CCGS Sir Wilfrid Laurier. HIC was Andrew Leyzack. 

In the southern waters of the region another of the ongoing surveys along 
the east shores of Georgian Bay was carried out. This survey, under the 
direction of HIC John Medendorp, was mounted in the spring from the 
CCGS Griffon prior to its departure for the Hudson Bay Survey. 

The Revisory Survey, with HIC Raj Beri, was busy once again moving 
throughout the region collecting new or revised data for incorporation onto 
electronic and traditional products. 

Surveys in 1999 

The schedule of surveys for 1999 was somewhat reduced from previous 
years. 

Hydrographic surveys were continued on the east shore of Georgian Bay 
under the direction of HIC John Medendorp. The CCGS Griffon was once 
again being used as the base of operations. Five launches equipped with 
single beam echo sounders were deployed from the Griffon along with a 
sixth launch outfitted with the Simrad EM 3000 multi-beam sounding sys
tem. CARIS HIPS software was used this season to process both single 
beam and multi beam data. 

The Revisory Survey, with Bob Covey as HIC, once again moved around 
to many areas of the region to collect new information to update charts 
and other products .. Coastal Oceanographic's new HypackMax software 

- was used on this survey for data acquisition and vessel navigation. This 
system, with the capability to use raster and S-57 files with digital over
lays, was expected to aid in navigation and survey planning. 

The Revisory vehicles had a new look for the 1999 season. The large 
cube van and the red utility truck have been re-painted to include CHS 
crests and lettering to identify them as CHS vehicles. 

In the western Arctic hydrographers based on the CCGS Nahidik were 
once again active in conducting surveys in Amundsen Gulf under the 
direction of HIC Jon Biggar. 

HIC Andrew Leyzack carried out a hydrographic survey program from 
CCGS Sir Wilfrid Laurier in the western Arctic. S-57 evaluations of an 
Electronic Navigation Chart (ENC) produced of Simpson Strait from data 
collected in 1998 were conducted aboard CCGS Sir Wilfrid Laurier and 
Northern Transportation Company Ltd. 

Charting 

The demand for ENCs is continuing to increase. As industry becomes 
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more and more accustomed to ECDIS technology the demand for com
plete coverage of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway grows. S-57 
production has been on going for the past two years with many changes 
and modifications to specifications and production techniques taking 
place. Efforts continue at producing richer S-57 files that contain more 
data or at a better scale than the paper chart of the same area. 

C&AR collaborated with Nautical Data International and three local mar
itime shipping companies (Upper Lakes Shipping, Algoma Central Marine 
and Canada Steamship Lines) to trialS-57 data at sea. Six vessels were 
equipped with ECDIS systems from three manufacturers (Q-MAR, 
Transas and Offshore Systems Limited) to conduct trials while navigating 
in the St. Lawrence River and Great Lakes. The trials continued from June 
1998 to the end of the navigation season in December. Many significant 
observations were made on hardware, software and data sets that will 
be used to fine-tune the data and the technology. George Fenn has been 
tasked with following up on the sea trial recommendations with a special 
focus on the Colours and Symbols portion of the S-52 Presentation 
Library. 

Efforts continue at improving the quality control capability within the S-57 
production stream. The recent acquisition of the dKart Inspector soft
ware developed by Transas Marine is another step forward at ensuring 
quality in the ENC. 

The Region also continues to produce traditional paper charts and pro
duction continues at a steady pace. Recent attempts at producing paper 
charts from raster digital files rather than vector fi les have proven suc
cessful. A raster chart production program was started in April1998 for 
products where no vector data-set exists and where there is not expected 
to be a demand for an ENC. This criteria limits raster-to-press technology 
to recreational boating areas but has greatly improved the production 
time as no digitizing is required. 

The Canadian Coast Guards rationalization of its navigational aids ser
vice has resulted in a significant workload increase for CHS. The number 
of changes to buoys, lights and various navigational aids has increased 
ten-fold. The impact on Notice to Mariners and new editions has been felt 
for the past twelve months and will continue for the next twelve. 
Innovative ways of addressing methods of the critical need to get infor
mation to the mariner in a timely manner continue to be sought. 

Other initiatives in innovation to improve CHS products include back-to
back printing and the addition of more colours on charts when produced 
from raster files. 

C&AR has assumed full responsibility for all Arctic charting and as a 
result Pacific Region has recently completed the transfer of its western 
Arctic charts to the C&AR portfolio. This has resulted in a significant 
workload increase for the region. 

The final presentation copies of the Arctic Marine Environmental 
Handbook were produced and distributed. This is not a traditional CHS 
product but rather a DFO publication aimed specifically at mariners and 
other users of the Northwest Passage. The handbook contains an array 
of information helpful to the protection of the fragile arctic marine envi
ronment and its wildlife. 

news nouvelles 
Training 

Two comprehensive training initiatives have taken place to enhance the 
fundamental skills of the regional multi-disciplinary staff. A two-week car
tography and CARIS course was held in-house with assistance of CHS 
Headquarters and Universal Systems Limited. The course was conduct
ed in modules allowing participants to pick up specific skills whi le min~ 
mizing impact on production. This modular format allowed the 
accommodation of thirty participants and facilitated part-time or full-time 
participation. 

A three-week hydrography course was held at the Coast Guard College in 
Sydney, Nova Scotia, for full-time staff that did not have previous formal 
training in hydrographic surveying. 

Special Initiatives 

Regional management has supported staff in obtaining the Pleasure 
Craft Proficiency card as specified by the Canadian Coast Guard Safe 
Boating initiative. Examinations were written by 49 staff under the 
watchful eye of hydrographer Mike Bennett who is also an active mem
ber in the Canadian Power and Sail Squadron. 

The Client Connect Working Group, under Bob Covey, finalized a toll-free 
number to CHS Burlington (1-877-CHS-LINK) which was connected in 
time to be advertised during the Toronto Boat Show in January 1999. The 
objective of the toll-free line is to provide access by the public and CHS 
clients to the CHS office and personnel. The toll-free line is a voice mail 
service that directs the inquirer to the area of expertise, such as Aids to 
Navigation, Tides & Water Levels, or Electronic Navigation Charts. The 
calls are then answered by the supervisor, or manager, who has the 
immediate knowledge required to answer the caller. The CHS staff mem
ber is required to log every incoming call in order to track and evaluate 
the program at a later time. This initiative is proving to be successful as 
numerous phone calls have been received. 'Cruise the Net' cards with 
the CHS web site and toll free number were printed and distributed at the 
Toronto Boat Show. 

Central and Arctic Region initiated the Canadian Hydrographic Assistants 
Program in the summer of 1998. The CHAP initiative was directed at the 
Canadian Power and Sail Squadron personnel who have been active in 
the MAREP (Marine Report) program. The concept of MAREP was to solic
it reports from boaters regarding chart information that was missing or 
incorrect on CHS products. Since the MAREP initiative was so successful 
it was built upon to create the CHAP program where key CPS individuals 
were invited to shadow a revisory survey in their local area. Participants 
were exposed to CHS methodology and equipment with the intent of 
improving the content and usability of data being reported. In 1998 two 
CHAP candidates spent two weeks with the revisory survey party and this 
was received with enthusiasm. The 1999 CHAP effort will see another 
two members join the revisory survey and further extend the knowledge 
of hydrographic data collection into the recreational boater community. 

Special Assignments 

Ed Lewis, Manager Technical Services, has been heavily involved in the 
federal governments Universal Classification System (UCS) initiative. In 
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addition to his activities in UCS training, co-ordination and leading of clas
sification activities at the regional office, he also serves on the Central 
and Arctic Region UCS Regional Application Committee and the CHS 
national UCS co-ordinating committee. The objective of this major initia

tive is to completely overhaul the antiquated human resources classifica
tion scheme currently in use. The commitment to this work is department 
wide and CHS has committed a number of personnel to assist in job 
description writing and evaluating. 

The Y2K effort over the past year has been a must-do for CHS. Geof 
Thompson is heading this initiative for the CHS offices in Burlington. A 
great deal of effort has been put into this task with many upgrades to 
software and hardware having been implemented. Contingency plans for 
all CHS functions have been prepared. 

Staff Changes 

A number of retirements and the subsequent rejuvenation of the ranks 
has changed the face of the organization over the past year. Long time 
regional staff, Suresh Chander, Paul Davies, AI Gris, Ken Hipkin, Hermo 
Nepomuceno, Jack Vegter, Paul Warren and Jack Wilson all departed over 
the past year. We wish them well in their life-after-CHS. 

To fill in the ranks and add some much-needed new blood to carry the 
torch in coming years an EG-02 Multi-disciplinary Hydrgrapher competi
tion was held. Ful l-time positions were subsequently offered to Daniel 
Brousseau, Janis Davies, Mina Foroutan, Fred Oliff, Paul Read, Laura 
Sandi lands, AI Shepherd and Glen Toldi. 

Brent Beale returned to C&AR in August, 1998 following a two-year sec-

ondment as Liaison Officer with Nautical Data International in St. Johns, 
Newfoundland. Brent returned to his former post leading the ENC 
Division. 

Sean Hinds, who held the position of Manager, ENC Division during 
Brents absence, moved on to lead a Quality Management System initia
tive for the region. 

Bruce Richards has accepted a two year assignment as Planning Officer 
for the region. AI Koudys assumed the duties of the position vacated by 
Bruce, (Manager, Product Maintenance Division). 

Keith Weaver has accepted an extended assignment as Regional Director 
DFO Informatics and Bob Langford wil l fill in behind Keith as Head, EDP 
Systems. 

Dennis St. Jacques has accepted an assignment with regional DFO in the 

Y2K initiative. Rick Sandilands has filled in behind Dennis as Manager of 

the Data Acquisition and New Products division. 

Jacqueline Miles has accepted a position with DFO Science at the 

Canada Centre for Inland Waters. 

Social Activities 

A number of staff have become keen outdoor activists and in early spring 

a pack of hydrographers departed down the French River for a five day 

camping and canoe trip. The adventurers included George Fenn, Brian 

Power, Dan Dexel, Jeff Sherriff, Janis Davies, Tracy Segal, Glenn Toldi, 

Dan Brousseau, Fred Oliff, Bill Gray and Ron Lemieux. Hope the weather 

was fine and the rapids forgiving! 

Canadian Hy_drographie_Association News 
Nouvelles de l'association__e_anadienne d'hydrographie 
SOCIETY NEWS 
Hydro 99 proceedings available 
A free CD-ROM containing proceedings of papers presented at The 

Hydrographic Society's 11th biennial international hydrographic sympo

sium held at the University of Plymouth in January 1999 is available 

from its international headquarters. 

The proceedings comprise a series of 24 papers by leading experts 

from Australia, Denmark, France, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 

UK and the US. Topics covered include Metocean, Instrumentation, 

Airborne Laser Bathymetry, Multibeam Sounding, Information Systems, 

Data Processing and Electronic Charts. 

Bound printed copies of the proceedings are also available at 20 

pounds each from The Hydrographic Society, University of East London, 

Longbridge Road, Dagenham, Essex RM8 2AS, UK (Tel: 0181-597 

1946 Fax: 0181-590 9730). 
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for further information contact: 

David Goodfellow 

89 Torrington Park, London, N12 9PN 

Telephone: 0181-445 3453 Fax: 0181-446 8986 

CHA NEWS 
Captain Vancouver Branch 
The Captain Vancouver Branch exists officially despite having a serious 

lack of members. It has been some two years since we had an official 

meeting, but some of us are too stubborn to quit! Or maybe we just 

can't make a decision?? 

Warren Williams has retired from Public Works and is enjoying his 

retirement by remodelling his house and travelling. He has just 

returned from a lengthy trip to the UK with wife Linda. Warren says that 

he is happy in his retirement but we all know that he'd rather be in the 

sweat shop at Annacis Island, right?? 
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George Pugach continues his work (since 1993) in the former Soviet 
Union (FSU) mainly in the Magadan Region of the Russian Far East and 
in the Central Asian countries of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and 
Uzbekistan. There were some potential projects requiring hydrographic 
surveys but they did not materialize so the flavour of the day in those 
regions is mining and petroleum projects. George has offices in 
Magadan, Russia and Almaty, Kazakhstan. 

Persons who are interested in receiving information for this part of the 
world for whatever reason (business or personal) are invited to contact 
George either in West Vancouver (604)921-9802 or in the FSU. 

Email addresses: gpugach@lightspeed.bc.ca or gpugach@nursat.kz 

Pacific Branch 
News from 1998 

The New Year saw a new executive for the CHA Pacific Branch. Most of 
the old executive was back by acclamation. Welcome back Carol Novak 
and congratuations to Dave Gartley our new Vice President. 

Several executive meetings were held in the first part of 1998, most of 
them dealing with preparations for the CHA involvement with the 
Canadian Hydrographic Conference of last March. 

Pacific Region hosted a one-day GPS workshop prior to the Conference 
opening. From all reports this was a successful and well-received work
shop. The event culminated with a social event at Victoria's Maritime 
Museum. Those attending were treated to a souvenir CHA Beer mug 
filled with a fine local brew. It was a great time to renew old acquain
tances from across Canada. 

The H20 Bonspeil was held at the Glen Meadows Golf and Country 
Club. Of course showing everyone up were the retired CHS/CHA mem
bers who obviously have all the time in the world to practice. A good 
time was had by all. 

The CHS and the CHA said goodbye to three longtime members in late 
March. Doug Popejoy, Art Lyon and Alan Douglas all decided to take 
advantage of early retirement. 

Art and Doug were honoured at dinner at Thea's Restaurant in Sidney. 
Thirty years plus for each of them provided for many amusing stories. 
In true hydrographic fashion, Doug and Art were very well prepared for 
a rebuttal. Doug was presented with a handheld GPS receiver, just in 
case he gets lost someday. Art was presented with Chart Production 's 
traditional "Silly Chart" and a gift certificate for some art supplies, just 
in case he wants to do some colouring on some rainy day. In early 
March the CHS honoured Doug, Art, Alan Douglas , Ron Lindsay and 
Bob Taylor at a luncheon at the Saanichton Agricultural Hall. Ron 
Lindsay has transferred to Ocean Science and Productivity at lOS. Bob 
Taylor ,coxwain of the "Revisor" had been a fixture with the CHS and his 
contributions and support to our surveys will always be remembered. 
It has been rumoured that Bob didn't stray too far .. apparently he's 
skippering the Sidney shuttle ferry, better known for its frequent stops 
at waterfront pubs. 

news nouvelles 
We have had two luncheon seminars. Mike Woods gave an slide show 
and talk on his recent adventure in surveying in Lae Papau, New 
Guinea and Michael Gourley of Universal Systems gave a talk on CARIS 
for Windows V4.3. Both of these seminars were well attended by CHS 
employees. 

Membership in Pacific Region remains healthy with over 80 regular, 
sustaining and student members. 

Central Branch News 
(this is news from 1998) 

H20 Bonspiel 

The 27th Annual H20 Bonspiel was hosted at the Grimsby Curling Club 

on February 18th. The ice conditions at the club were excellent and the 

meal provided was delicious. Twenty-four curlers participated and 

everyone enjoyed the day. Many thanks to the sponsors for the over

flowing prize table. 

Summer BBQ 

The 1998 summer barbecue hosted by the Gadamers was held on July 
12th in Dundas, Ontario. Mother Nature was very nice to us that day 
with fair winds and sunshine which helped the occasion greatly and a 
wonderful location. Many thanks Isabel and Alex for letting us partake 
of your hospitality. 

A wedding open house, also in Dundas for Terese Herron and Shawn 
Cook, was held earlier in the day and many members were able to 
attend both events thanks to good planning! Terese and Shawn were 
married June 13 at Grand Manan, New Brunswick. 

Evening Meetings 

The first general meeting of 1998, hosted by Terese Herron was held at 
her residence in Waterdown . The requisite beer and pizza followed a 
talk by Bob Henderson of the Kinesiology Department at McMaster 
University. Bob, a member of the Wilderness Canoe Association, gave 
an interesting talk and slide show of his various treks across Canada in 
which he has retraced historical voyages. 

The second meeting hosted by Sam and Beth Weller in March was held 
at their residence in Burlington. The meeting was followed by a presen
tation by Kathie Rogers of Nautical Adventures in Toronto. She spoke to 
us about the charter ; tour ;cruise boat industry around Toronto 
Harbour. 

The third meeting hosted by Heimo and Leigh Duller in May was held at 
their residence in Burlington. 

The evening's guest speaker was Dr. John Coakley of the National 
Water Research Institute speaking to us about offshore sediment 
transport and the proposed Burlington sewage outfall. 

The fourth general meeting was held in October at the Toronto Region 
Conservation Authority in Scarborough and hosted by out-house mem
ber Jim Berry. A presentation by Milo Sturm of Shore plan Engineering 
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in Toronto was received with great interest. It was encouraging to see a 
different application for some of our field sheet data. 

The fifth general meeting hosted by Bill and Helen Warrender was held 
in November. The guest speaker was Bruce Petrochuk of Talisman 
Energy Inc. Talisman is one of the largest natural gas producers on the 
Great Lakes. Bruce spoke to us about the history of fossil fuel explo
ration and exploitation on and around Lake Erie. 

The Annual General Meeting was once again held at the Mimico 
Cruising Club in Etobicoke. This year our keynote speaker was John 
Hughes Clarke of the Ocean Mapping Group at the University of New 
Brunswick. John spoke to us about the search, using multibeam and 
side-scan sonar, for wreckage from the Swissair 111 crash at Peggyis 
Cove last summer. 

General 

There was an EG-02 competition held during the winter and the fol low
ing members were successful candidates: Daniel Brousseau, Janis 
Davies, Mina Foroutan, Fred Oliff, Paul Read, Laura Sandi lands and AI 
Shepherd. These seven people were then sent on four weeks of Hydro 
1 training at the Canadian Coast Guard Col lege in Sydney, Nova Scotia. 

Carol Robinson went to one of the Greek Islands for six weeks to partic
ipate in an archeological survey. 

Section du Quebec 
L'Association canadienne d'hydrographie, Section du Quebec, et le 

Service hydrographique du Canada, region Laurentienne, ont signe un 
protocole d'entente en debut mars 1998 sur un projet dont le titre etait 

"Essais et validation en navigation electronique" en vertu du pro

gramme Stage en Science et Techno Iogie. Ce projet visait effectuer 

diverses taches en relation avec !'acceptation de Ia technologie de Ia 

navigation Electronique aupres des usagers ainsi que Ia recherche, le 
developpement et Ia verification dans l'envircinnement operationnel 

des produits des cartes electroniques de navigation. Le Port de 

Montreal , le Centre de developpement des transports et Ia Federation 

maritime du Canada ont aussi contribue au succes du projet qui a pris 

fin en mars 1999. 

McQuest Marine 

489 Enfield Road 

Burlington, Ontario 

CANADA L 7T 2X5 

M c Q U E S T Tel: (905) 639-0931 

M A R I NE SC I E N CES LIM I TE D Fax: (905) 639-0934 

Hydrographic, Geophysical and Environmental 
Surveys and Consulting Services 
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Les beneficia ires de ce programme devaient etre des etudiants ayant 

termine recemment leur cours afin de leur donner une experience de 

travail et de meilleures possibilites d'embauche. La Section a done 

retenu les services de Patrick Brunet (mars 1998 a mars 1999) et de 

Jean Fontaine (octobre 1998 a mars 1999) tous deux finissants en 
navigation a l'lnstitut maritime du Quebec pour remplir les taches du 

projet. Le ministere des Peches et des Oceans fou rnissait un support 

technique sous forme d'expertise d'aide a evaluer le travail fait. Patrick 

et Jean se sont trouves un emploi a Ia fin de leur stage dans deux com

pagnies differentes ce qui prouve Ia reussite et l'utilite du programme 

Stage en Science et Technologie dans le developpement d'expertise et 
Ia creation d'emploi. 

La Section du Quebec travaille sur un projet de mise en valeur de l'anci

enne station maregraphique de Pointe-au-Pere qui a servi a etablir Ia 

reference geodesique altimetrique NGVD29 au Canada et plus recem

ment, le NAVD88 pour !'ensemble de !'Amerique du Nord. Ce projet, 

dont Jean-Marie Gervais en est le coordonnateur, se nom me "Le gardi

en des altitudes" et consistera en un repere geodesique fonctionnel et 

un monument explicatif qui seront eriges sur le terrain de Ia nouvelle 

salle de spectacles du Musee de Ia Mer de Pointe-au-Pere comme

morant le naufrage au monde de !'Empress of Ireland, survenu le 29 

mai 1914. Nous avons eu l'appui financier de !'Association canadienne 

d'hydrographie et de Geomatique Canada et une confirmation de par
ticipation du Service hydrographique du Canada et du Service de Ia 

geodesie du Quebec. Nous sommes presentement en pourparler avec 

une agence americaine et quelques autres agences canadiennes. Les 
travaux vont bon train et !'inauguration officiel se fera normalement au 

printemps 2000. 

La Section du Quebec de !'Association canadienne d'hydrographie a 

tenu son assemblee generale annuelle a l'lnstitut maritime du Quebec 

a Rimouski le 27 fevrier 1999. Bernard Labrecque demeure le vice
president de Ia Section et aucun des autres membres present n'a 

accepte une charge sur le conseil d'administration. 

Le Garnet deBord 1999 est sorti a Ia fin mars 1999. La Section du 

Quebec produit ce journal de bord pour plaisanciers de puis 1992. II 
vise a promouvoir Ia securite sur tousles plans d'eau. Depuis 

quelques annees, les escadrilles canadiennes et le centre marin des 

Blanchons contribuent a Ia realisation du Garnet de Bord. Nous tentons 

rejoindre d'autres associations et organisations afin d'offrir un meilleur 

produit et pour mieux faire connaTtre les buts de notre association. 

Encore une fois cette annee, nous avons participe a I'Expo-Nature de 

Rimouski qui se tenait du 22 au 25 avril1999. Cette exposition sert a 
promouvoir les activites de plein air offertes dans le Bas-Saint-Laurent, 
Ia Gaspesie, Ia Cote-Nord et l'lle d'Anticosti. C'est une occasion priv

ilegiee pour Ia Section de se faire connaTtre ainsi que son magasin de 
vente de cartes marines et topographiques, en vue de Ia preparation 

des activites estivales. 



The Canadian Hydrographic Association (CHA) is a non
profit, scientific and technical group of about 500 members with the 
objectives of: 

- advancing the development of hydrography, marine cartogra
phy and associated activities in Canada; 

- furthering the knowledge and professional development of its 
members; 

- enhancing and demonstrating the public need for hydrography; 

- assisting in the development of hydrographic sciences in devel-
oping countries. 

It is the only national hydrographic organization in Canada. It 
embraces the disciplines of: 

- hydrographic surveying; 

- marine cartography; 

- marine geodesy; 

- offshore exploration ; 

- tidal and tidal current studies. 

The Canadian Hydrographic Association is formally affiliated with 
the Canadian Institute of Geomatics. It is informally associated with 
the Hydrographic Society. 

!!Association canadienne d'hydrographie (ACH) est un 
organisme sans hut lucratifreunissant un groupe scientjfique et tech
nique de plus de 500 memhres ayant des ohjectffo communs, comme: 

- faire progresser le developpement de l'hydrographie, de la car
tographie marine et de leurs spheres d'activites au Canada 

- permettre les echanges d'idees et le developpement prcfessionel de 
sesmemhres 

- rehausser et demontrer !'importance de l'hydrographie aupres de 
public 

- assister au developpement des sciences de l'hydrographie dans 
lespays en voie de developpement 

Au Canada, !'Association est la seule organisation hydrographique 
qui emhrasse les disciplines suivantes: 

- !eve hydrographique 

- cartographie marine 

- geodesie marine 

- exploration extra-c6tiere 

- etude des marees et courants 

EAssociation canadienne d'hydrographie est qffiliee a !'Association 
canadienne des sciences geomatiques, et non-qfficiellement liee ala 
Hydrographic Society. 

What the CHA Can Do For You: 
- advance your knowledge of hydrography, cartography and 

associated disciplines, and keep you abreast of the latest devel
opment in these disciplines; 

- enable you to develop and maintain contacts with others 
involved with hydrography, nationally and internationally. 

These benefits are provided through the publication of Lighthouse 

CHA I'ACH 
(one of only three journals in the world devoted exclusively to 
hydrography), through the sponsorship of seminars, colloquiums, 
training programs, national conferences, and branch and national 
meetings. 

Ce qu'elle peut faire pour vous L'ACH vous offre 
des avantages tels que: 

- parfaire vas connaissances de l'hydrographie, de la cartographies 
et des disciplines conn exes, tout en vous tenant au courant des 
nouvelles techniques et des derniers developpements realises 
dans ces domaines,-

- etahlir et maintenir des contacts avec ceux qui oeuvrent en hydro-
graphie, au niveau national et international. 

Ces avantages sont transmis par l'entremise de Lighthouse ( une des 
trois revues au monde traitant exclusivement d'hydrographie) et par la 
tenue de seminaires, de colloques, de programmes deformation et 
d'assemhlees regionales et nationales. 

Lighthouse 
The journal of the Canadian Hydrographic Association, Lighthouse, 
is published twice yearly and distributed free to its members. Timely 
scientific, technical and non-technical papers and articles appear in 
the journal, with authors from national and international academia, 
industry and government. Present circulation of Lighthouse is 
approximately 700. 

La revue de !'Association canadienne d'hydrographie, LIGHT
HOUSE, est puhliee deuxfois !'an et distrihuee gratuitement aux 
memhres. Des articles scientjfiques, techniques et non techniques, 
provenant du milieu de l'industrie au du gouvernement autant national 
qu 'international apparaissent dans cette revue. Le tirage actuel de la 
revue est d'environ ?00 copies. 

Membership 
Membership is open to all hydrographers, those working in associat
ed disciplines, and those interested in hydrography and marine car
tography. 

Comment devenir membre 
Le statut de memhre est effort aux hydrographes eta tout ceux oeu
vrant au ayant un interet dans des disciplines assodees a hydrogra
phie au ala cartographie marine. 

Branch & Regional Activities 
The Canadian Hydrographic Association has six (6) branches locat
ed across Canada. National headquarters is located in Ottawa. 

Sections et activites regionales 
EAssociation canadienne d'hydrographie possede six (6) sections a 
travers le Canada. Eadministration central se trouve a Ottawa. 

For further information write to: 
Pour plus d'information, s'addresser au: 
National President/ President national 
Canadian Hydrographic Association 
P.O. Box 5378, Station F 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada K2C 3]1 
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The Annual 
General Meeting 

of the Canadian Hydrographic Association 

commenced at 16:30 in the Buckingham Room, Empress Hotel. 

ATTENDANCE: 

Pacific Branch: W Rapatz, B.M. Lusk, R. Hare, A. Raymond, 

A. Schofield, D. Gartley, T. McCulloch 

Captain Vancouver Branch: W Williams 

Central Branch: A. Koudys, J. Biggar, J. Dixon, J. Goodyear, 

G.P. McFarlane, J. Miles, A. Leyzack, J. Medendorp, 

G. Fenn, F. Oliff, K. Dexel, R. Sandilands, 

T. Herron, P. Travaglini, K. McMillan, B. Power 

Ottawa Branch: D. Pugh, S. Acheson, I. Monahan, D. MacDougall 

Atlantic Branch: B. MacGowan 

International: A.J. Kerr 

OPENING REMARKS 

The National President, Ken McMillan welcomed everyone to the 

meeting and acknowledged the presence of Adam Kerr, an internation

al member over from England. Ken called for the proxies to be present

ed , there were eight, three naming Fred Oliff , VP of Central Branch 

and five naming Ken McMillan, National President as their representa

tives . Many thanks to the Pacific Branch for arranging the room. 

AGENDA 

Item 1. 

Received the 1997 Branch Reports 

Pacific Branch, Rob Hare. 

Central Branch , Terese Herron. 

Ottawa Branch, Sheila Acheson . 

Prairie Schooner Branch , Brian Power for Bruce Calderbank. 

Quebec Branch, Brian Power for Bernard Labrecque . 
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Atlantic, Newfoundland and Captain Vancouver Branches have 
not been active. 

Ken McMillan reported that attempts to contact the 
Newfoundland Branch (Frank Hall branch VP) have been unsuc
cessful and the current status of the branch is unknown. 

ltem2. 

To accept the audited financial report for the second half of 1996 
the year ending December 1996. 

The un-audited 1996 financial report was presented at the 1996 
AGM and accepted. At that time auditors for 1996 had not been 
appointed. 

CARRIED 

ltem3. 

1997 Financial Report 

Copies of the 1997 audited financial statement were made avail
able to all present. 

Motion to accept the financial statement as presented. 
S. Acheson 1 A. Leyzack 

CARRIED 

The National President presented the financial breakdown of the cor

poration, detailing the Assets and Liabilities of the corporation , and in 

1997 the retained earnings were $59,931.05. As well the income to 

CHA National , deposited in 1997 was $37,785.61 and the expendi

tures were $39,272.80, showing a net loss of $1,487.19. The net 

loss can be contributed to fewer active branches within the organiza

tion and a decline in the membership. CHA National's year end bank 

balance as shown in the financial report was $27 ,065.99, so we do 

have money. 

Alex Raymond asked why the income and expenditures appear so 

large? During the past year the CHS and CHA entered into a partner

ship to produce a manuscript of George Macdonald's book 'Following 

the North Star'. A large sum of money was set aside for the prepara

tion and collation of the book, the project was revenue neutral. 

Barry Lusk mentioned that he knew very little about the book. Dave 



minutes proces-verbal 
Pugh indicated that a digital copy of the manuscript 'Fo llowing the 

North Star' was produced on disc and that the next stages of develop

ment were under review. 

Item 4. 

Mr. J. Weller and Mr. E. Lewis were appointed as auditors for 
1998. T. Herron I D. Pugh 

CARRIED 

ltem5. 

The National President made the motion "The monies from 
branches that are no longer operational be transferred to the 
National Branch, to be held in trust, until such a time when the 
money can be used to assist new branches get established." K. 
McMillan I B. Lusk 

Discussion Followed. Terese mentioned that having branches that are 
not active on the board of directors, as outlined in the by-laws , pre
sents a problem with having a quorum at the Director's meetings. 
Dave Pugh proposed the motion be amended to read 'A branch no 
longer operational and not presenting a financial report in the year of 
the AGM must turn the branch funds over to the national. ' 

Further discussion followed on the subject of 'no longer operational ' 
and its meaning. It was suggested a term of two years was long 
enough for a branch to remain inactive. It was finally decided to post
pone the motion and the amendment and review alternatives. Dave 
Pugh and Dave Gartley were asked to draft a new motion to deal with 
the sums of money that reside in inactive branch accounts and pre
sent their motion to the directors. 

It was also suggested that some branches might join together, Alex 
Raymond mentioned Captain Vancouver Branch combining with Pacific 
Branch. Tom McCulloch asked if the amounts of money were large? 
The answer is that no one knows. Willie Rapatz stated that the monies 
should not be left to sit in separate bank accounts and not be used. 

Item 6. 

Lighthouse Report 

Terese Herron editor of Lighthouse reported that the 1997 fall 
edition was completed just before the conference and a few 
copies had been shipped out to the conference. 

Rick Sandi lands presented the financial report which showed a 
drop of approximately two thousand dollars in Lighthouse rev
enue over the past year. This is mainly due to lower advertising 
revenue and not higher publishing costs. 

The discussion that followed centered around alternative meth
ods of producing Lighthouse. Alex Raymond suggested that 
Lighthouse be put on the Internet. Terese expressed concern 
that not all subscribers and members have access to the 
Internet. As well Terese receives good reviews on the present for
mat. Dick MacDougall asked if we would be saving money by 
going onto the Internet? As well Dick suggested that the member
ship be polled before going any further. Terese mentioned that 
some advertisers will not provide digital advertising. 

Andrew Leyzack suggested looking into ways in wh ich Lighthouse 

can be published on time. The hold up is the timely submission of 

articles. 

The Lighthouse committee to review all issues. 

Action Lighthouse Committee 

Item 7. 

Student Awards Report 

The Student Awards manager, Barry Lusk presented his report. 

Barry says that the Student Awards program is in good shape. A 

total of twenty-four universities and colleges are presently in the 

program. A memorial plaque has replaced the certificate and 

each student wil l receive a picture of the plaque along with the 

awards cheque. The memorial plaque will reside in the office of 

the Student Awards Manager. 

Barry mentions in his report that the National office has been 

less than cooperative during the lifetime of the award, to which 

both the past and current National Presidents responded by say

ing this was not the situation. There was no further discussion. 

Item B. 

Other Business 

Sheila Acheson thanked all the directors for their efforts during 

the past year. 

Andrew Leyzack reported that the heritage launch 'Surveyor' 

would be in Ottawa on the May long weekend to take part in the 

Festival of Spring. Andrew extended an invitation to all our mem

bers to come and see the launch, especially our Ottawa Branch 

members. 

Barry Lusk asked if there was any interest to make the Atlantic 

Branch active once again. Terese stated that a few interested 

Atlantic Branch members have joined Central Branch. 

Item 9. 

Lighthouse Awards Presentations. 

Terese stated that the Award has not been presented for the last 

five years and that the monies have been put towards the pub

lishing of Lighthouse. Terese and Brian will look into this issue. 

Action T. Herron I B. Power 

A motion was made adjourn the meeting (17:50). Motion to acceptS. 

Acheson 1 A. Leyzack 

CARRIED 
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